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INTRODUCTION - -

!-Te,< the African Ministers Responsible for Trade and Development acting

for and on behalf of all the Governments and peoples of Africa9 have met

here in Addis Ababa„ Ethiopia from 16 to IP llarch 1°B7 and have adopted a

common position on trade and development issues to be included in the

submission by the Sixth Ministeral Meeting of the Group of 77 to the Seventh,

Session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development to.be held,

in Geneva., Switzerland, from 6 to 31 July 1986. .

lie are greately concerned by the continuing critical economic situation

in Africa which has affected a large number of African countries since the

sixth session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development held in

Belgrade in June 1983. This crisis was caused by a combination of endogenous

and exogenous factors Some of which are examined in this submission. Although

the situation had somewhat improved in 1905 and 19P6., many of our people continue

to face acute food shortages and are therefore threatened by starvation and

malnutrition. It is against this background that the Heads of State and

Government of the Organization of African Unity, at their twenty-first ordinary

session held in Addis -Ababa in July 1"9**5P adopted Africa's Priority Programme for

Economic Recovery 1986*1990» which will guide Africa's policies and programmes

relating to recovery and growth during that period. . . ;

■ ■ ■■.■ ' ;■ ■■_; -:-:, .■.■■;.-;.■ .■ '- " ". ' - ; "■ ■■ ■ ■ '

In preparing this submission„ we: wish to express bur deep gratitude to

the United Rations General Assembly for its wisdom and foresightednes.s in

convening; the Special Session on the Critical Economic Sitiuat ion in Africa in

Hay 198$. That special session unanimously adopted the United Nations Programme

of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development 1986-1990 which epitomizes

the sympathy and solidarity of the international community in seeking effective

and lasting solutions to Africa's social and economic problems. The programme

of Action referred to aboves also laid down the basis for a ((compact!) between

Africa and the international economic community on concrete measures for Africa's

recovery3 growth and development over the five year period it covers. TTe have

extensively used the programme of action as the basis for this submission.

Ve have also greatly benefited from The Addis Ababa Declaration on Africa's

External Indeptedness which was adopted by our colleagues„ the African Ministers

of Finance at their meeting held in Addis Ababa in June 19C4, which examined

the issue relating to Africa's external debt within the overall framework of

development finance and resource flows to Africa5 and which proposed concrete

measures to deal with the African debt crisis by the international community.

TTe firmly believe that economic interdependence is the sine qua non

for international relations. Therefore; as a basis for requesting international

assistance, our submission has identified what the African governments are

determined to do on their own to cope with the critical tradeP monetary and
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AFRICA AMD UI'TCTAD; RESTROSPECTS
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A, GEnESAL BACKGROUND

1. The purpose of this section is to briefly analyse and evaluate the major

decisions of interest to African countries taken at the first six sessions of

the United Hations Conference on Trade and Development (UITCTAD) with a view to

assessing their ircpact on solving Africa's critical economic and social

conditions. JL/ In doing sos special attention will be paid to the experience in

the inplenentation of those decisions by countries or groups of countries to

whom they were addressed so as to fora the basis for the proposals contained in

the rest of the present submission« The starting point is to refer to General

Assembly resolution 1785(XVII) of lfi December 19629 whose objectives were to

((seek a better and more effective system of international economic co-operation9

whereby the division of the world into areas of poverty and plenty may be

banished and prosperity achieved by all; and to find ways by which the human and

material resources of the world may be harnessed for the abolition of poverty

everywhere)). This resolution laid down the basis for a new framework for intern

ational relations.

2. Two developments of great significance that emerged were the establishment

of the United Hations Conference on Trade and Development institution^ one of

whose objectives is «to promote international trade5 especially with a view to

accelerating economic development;, particularly trade between countries at

different stages of development; between developing countries and between countries

with different systems of economic and social organization? taking into account

the functions performed by existing international organizationss and to formulate

principles and policies on international trade and related problems of economic

developments. 2/

3. The second major development was the emergence of the iGroup of 77 3/to

provide a connon platform for all developing countries to deliberate and agree

on a strategy for negotiations with the rest of the world. The Group of 77

through its ministeral conference? has upheld the principles of international

growth with equity. It has also been recognized as the voice of the poor and

underprivileged nations of the world.

A. The establishment of UI1CTAD was indeed a matter of ^reat hope and

expectations for the developing countries of Africa. T-Te in Africa9 saw this

forum as a landmark in the development of effective and nutually beneficial

dialogue between the industrialized nations of the market economy countries and

the centrally planned economies on the one hand and the poor nations of Africa

on the other hand. Therefore7 starting with the first session of UHCTAD held

in Geneva in 1%AS through the sixth session held in Belgrade in 19C39 African

1/ This submission deals with UITCTAD as a negotiating institution and not

with the UNCTAD secretariat.

2/ See United Nations, Trade and Development; T^inal Act and Report;

Vol. I. page 15=

3/ This originally consisted of 77 developing countries but its membership

has now considerably *rown in members=
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their
such negotiations. But the question that always loons in the minds of African
policy-makers iss Has URCTAD"really achieved its objectives or to put it
differently,has Africa gained much or anything at all from the six preceding
UNCTAD sessions? Is there anything intrinsically wrong with the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development as a forum for deliberating and agreeing
on policy issues for international relations? Are there new ways and

possibilities to make the consultations and dialogue in UNCTAD more effective
and meaningful?

B- THE NATURE OF MAJOR UWCTAD DECISIONS OF INTEREST TO AFRICA

5. In order to answer these questions raised in the preceding section
objectively, one would require a very comprehensive review and analysis of the

various decisions adopted by UNCTAD since 1964. This is evidently beyond the
scope of this submission. Therefore a short-cut but effective approach is to

confine ourseleves to identifying some of the major decisions of interest to
Africa. This analysis therefore confines itself to selected matters relating to
commodity issues; international trade: protectionism; resource flows! external
debts; and least developed countries-

6. For purposes of bravity and expediences three broad categories of
decisions have been examined in this submission„ These include; (a) decisions
addressed to the industrialized countries of the market economies (or «Group B»

countries); (b) decisions addressed to the Socialist countries of Eastern Europe
(centally planned economies or «Group D» countries); and (c) decisions addressed
to the «Group of 77» (developing countries).

' (a) Decisions addressed to the industrialized market economy
countries (Group B) —

(i) Commodity issues

7. The commodity issues are centred around the need to ensure remunerative
prices for producing countries and thereby to promote economic growth in

developing countries and for an effective system of compensatory financing to
balance shortfalls in commodity export earnings resulting from a fall in world

commodity prices, The establishment of the; Integrated Programme for Commodities
and. the Common Fund are among the major decisions taken by UNCTAD in this field

Itr is important to stress here the failure by developing countries during the
first three sessions of ITTCTAD to introduce an integrated commodity policy approach
taking into account the general objectives cf economic development of the Third
World, The industrialized developed countries were basically non-committal because
while they subscribed to the principle, they refused to be drawn into a consensus
on the matters preferring a commodity-by-commodity approach over an extended

period of time- As a result, consultations held during the period, covering
commoditiess brought little trsgible results due to a lack of concrete action.
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8. In the wake of the impetus given by the UN General Assembly Special
Session on raw materials and development in May 1974 and the adoption of
the Programme of Action.on the Establishment of New International Economic
Order, UHCTAD subsequently adopted the Integrated Programme for Commodities
(IPC) at its Fourth Session held in Nairobi m 1976. This quickened the ^
pace for intergovernmental discussions on a broad range of commodities and with
it, Africa's hopes were raised. In fact, the ratification and direct support

of the IPC by the developed countries was the basic condition for its
success. Resolution 93(IV) on IPC established a specific timeframe for
negotiations on the 18 commodities which were to be completed by February

1987. £/

9. The process was intensified at the Fifth Session of UECTAD held in
Manila-in 1979 with the addition of new details to the IPC scheme. The most
significant aspect was the consensus reached on the increased participation of
developing countries in the marketing, distribution and transportation of
commodities, as well as in the processing of primary products and the need for
compensatory facility for exports earnings shortfalls. However, the momentum
seemed to have stopped,during the Sixth Session of UNCTAD because virtually
nothing new was achieved. The resolution adopted at UNCTAD VI merely provided
for the examination of the issue of IPC by the respective subsidiary bodies of
UNCTAD. In other words, UNCTAD VI had actually shifted the onus from itself to
its subsidiary bodies and thereby slowing the pace of negotiations while in the
meantime the economies of commodity-dependent countries continued to be under

considerable strain.

10. Although there is general agreement that the adoption of IPC was m
principle, a major breakthrough in the field of commodity problems, regrettably9
the non-implementation of the IPC after nearly a decade is viewed by African
countries as a failure of international co-operation in commodities. For instance

since its adoption in 1976, only one new international commodity agreement (ICA)
covering rubber, with pricing provisions has been negotiated. Two others dealing
with jute and tropical timber have been adopted but these do not have similar
provisions. Re-negotiation of existing ICAs like those for cocoa and coffee
have proved more arduous than before. Measures on processing of primary products
and the need for a compensatory facility have been examined separately, not tied

to,any individual ICA and have hot led to any practical action.

■li. Perhaps the most glaring example of the shortcomings of the UNCTAD forum

in respect of resolving pressing commodity problems has been the impasse on
the Common Fund. The Common Fund, which was to become the financial core of the
system of ICAs, acquired a political significance, potentially as a concrete

manifestation of the Hew Economic Order. However, the non-ratification of the

47 There commodities were coffee? cocoa? tea; sugar; cotton and cotton

yams; jute and jute yaras: sisal; rubber; coppery tin; beef; bananas; tropical
woods, manganese ore.; raw phosphates? bauxite• iron ore; vegetable oils and

oilseeds.
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Agreement on establishing the Common Fund by the major industrialized countries
of the market economies as well as the Socialist countries of Eastern Europe
has aborted any possible advantages that would have been derived from the
pooling of resources on a global scale. Until now the Common Fund has not yet
become operational because of the lack of support by the United States of
Americas the Soviet Union and their respective allies.

(ii) Development finance and resource flows '

12. Another area where industrialized market economies have failed to make
favourable impact on Africa relates to development finance and resource flows.
S^nce UNCTAD I9 the issues of major concern to Africa have been (a) financing
shortfalls,in export earnings; (b) increase in resource inflows on concessional
terms; and (c) improving the policy and operation of the Brettonwoods
Institutions (World Bank and International Monetary Fund) to respond more favourably
to Africa s development needs. Later, the issue of Africa's external indebted
ness emerged as more-and more countries experienced difficulties in servicing
their debts,With regard to the foreign exchange earnings, the main areas of
concentration included financing of shortfalls in export receipts of developing

countries, supplementary financing to help these countries avoid disruption of
development programmes growth and linking issues of aid with indebtness problems
or developing countries.

13. Intackling these issues, UNCTAD adopted a two fold approach; identifying
and securing a broader appreciation of major issues: and seeking to influence
decisions at the global level (including steps within the framework of such
organizations as the-International Monetary Fund (IMP) and the World Bank). It is

therefore logical that UNCTAD's work has dealt with such issues as reviewing
the impact of the operation of the IMF's Compensatory Financing Facility
Structural adjustment loan of the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD), the link between the Special Drawing Rights (SDR) and
development finance etc. These activities have been reflected in the various
resolutions of previous Conferences, including UNCTAD VI which reiterated the
continuation of work in this area,

t1™™^ A^reak-throuSh was not achieved until the Fifth and Sixth Sessions of
UNCTAD. when the developed countries consented to the adoption of resolutions
]29(V), and 164(VI) pledging themselves to increase ODA flows to developing
countries to 0.7 per cent target by 1985 or not later than the second half of the
decade. These resolutions also provided for the easing of aid conditionality
by increasing the degree of concessionary, covering more progranflne aid, quick
disbursing of funds and local cost financing. Moreover, it was also agreed that
aid had to be «united» and provided in a manner that was increasingly assuring,
continuous and predictable flow.

15. The implementation of these targets have, broadly speaking, been disappoint
ing. For examples collective ODA performance of OECD countries is less than
half of the agreed 0.7 per cent of their GDP. Only a few countries out of the
whole membership of this organization have reached or exceeded this target The
quality of the aid has not improve either. In point of fact, the concessionality
has tended to decline, and general conditions of ODA remained the same.
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16. Another aspect of considerable importance which has been pre-occupying

participants at :uNCTAi> sections is th«s iscue of external debt of developing

countries. Special attention for instance has been given to institutional

aspects of debt'rescheduling- Thus, UNCTAD III tackled problems of debt
servicing while: UHCTAD '/V. examined dsbt problems of the Least Developed Countries

(LDCs). An agreement was reached to increase aid to LDC by about 0.15 per cent

of GNP of industrialized countries. UHCTAD V and UNCTAD VI on the other hand,

centred their focus en asp&ct.n of resource flows.

17. A certain degree of success has been achieved in this area through UNCTAD.

The most notable ic the recognition by the international community of economic

development as a legitimate objective and a shared responsibility, with the

transfer of resources as a n&tural. corollary- of this global development strategy.

There is also a consensus that external debt i'i an integral part of the

development problem. Consequently, in ramy.instances* :ocpite the negative

attitude of sotae donors, international consensus has been reached on aspects

related to-d^t r.^.-Wf -o. ..v:. The mai,n point of concern for Africa is that
many developed countries have neither1 .Implemented nor moved towards achieving

the targets of these racorar^ndations.

(iii) Protect:icnlam

18. The is3ue on ((protectionisms' i.r. another major cause for concern for Africa

in the implementation of UNCTAD decisions, by ':he industrialized countries. This
issue is best discupssd within the context or trade in manufactures. UNCTAD

has faced tremendous pi-cblsrcs ia finding solutions which could have led in a

relatively short time to reducing and possible abolishing tariffs on all products
of interest to developing couuf.ri-fi in the.markets of developed countries without
obligations on the pane of th* former to make reciprocal concessions. Thus the

idea of a Generalizefd system of Preferences (GS?> was adopted in principle at

UNCTAD II. The work en problems of restrictive business practises and non-

tariff barriers was also decideJ at an early stage and refined further at UNCTAD

III.

19. The GSP was introduced in 1972, although as a major policy initiative it
belonged to the 1960a, it ecus itts o?. 16 jeparate schemes involving 20 developed

market economy ccimtxias and si>: fjoiiia7.i«t countries of Eastern Europe. A
significant work of GSP relctea cc iniprov^Tiant e? seme of the protocols. However,

in the 1980s, resulting frosi fcha Tr/Kyo Round on liberalization agreement,

developing countrier.; begun to bs^r tiva brunt of the erosion of preferentid ■
margins. Thia negative developmat v&v due-to the policy of graduation vhich
caused a signiticapf; retrenchment o2 its bwr^fits. 5/

20. Consequently,, the i:-.tv.e today concemp not so much the pace at which the
system should be isipro\rs<: but rsther, ti:s ^^servatiort of the benefits already

enjoyed by Africa. In point c." fact, th? process o>: improvement has since 1981
nearly come to a halt. It liar £ivcn viy Vo graduation measures which constitute
a direct threat to the bajvc -principle1?! of :Iu: fiS?. For instance, attempts are

made by a number of preferaivv. g5vir»s c.ovntxitia. co obtair reciprocal treatment

by the backdoor fvora ta« U-ii*2tici;*ci«s of t:h?. h

The Hiatcrr o:: U.-CTAT5; 7 96A-7.984, New York, 1985, pp. 111-112.
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21. Another important area of particular concern for developing countries is
that of non-tariff measures and related problems i-rtiich these issues raise.

...This issue has been under surveillance and consideration within the UNCTAD frame
work since its inception. In the earlier, period, UNCTAD adopted a number of
resolutions calling upon developed countries to reduce or eliminate non-tariff
barriers. For instance, by resolution 96(T\O in 1976, UNCTAD requested the
developed countries to improve access to their markets for exports provided by
developing countriess especially through reduction or elimination, of non-tariff
measures, or where this was not appropriate7 by reducing or eliminating their

trade restricting or distorting effects which applied to products of export
interest to developing countries.

22. In 1979, UNCTAD V adopted resolution 131 .(V), en protectionism and

structural adjustments,requesting developed nations to take action to facilitate

access for products, of export interest to developing countries. UNCTAD VI saw

the culmination of a process of diagnosis and of building of awareness of many
of the issues related, to non-tariff, measures as given in resolution 159(VI).
The resolution directed the 1'rade and Development Board to examine issues relating
to the phasing-out of quantitative restrictions and similar measures, of anti
dumping and countervailing duty lavs a regulations and procedures. It also
requested the Trade and Development Board i:o follow-up the work on safeguards.

23. Despite some of the efforts by developing countries to achieve reduction
in protectionism,^ is evident th^t: the results are far from being a source of
comfort. Africa is concerned that although certain positive actions have been
taken in this area, the overall tendency has been towards «managed trade» and more

frequent resort to ((flexible)) measures of protectionism like anti-dumping duties.

(iv) Problems of the Least Sevelope-? Countries (LDCs)

24. ^ It cannot be denied that UNCTAD has played a pioneering and significant
role in convincing the international commun5_ty ^o provide special measures in
favour of the LDCs. Such action was initiated as early as UNCTAD II in 1968 with

the adoption of resolution 24(11). The subsequent approval by the General

.Assembly of the first list of the LDCs in 1971 enabled all concerned to properly

focus their assistance to thisgroup of countries. At a later stageP UNCTAD III
and UNCTAD IV adopted more comprehensive resolutions on the LDCs.

25. A major impetus of UNCTAD in this area was the adoption of the Substantial
New Programme of Action (SMPA) for tht* lea?t developed countries in 1981. This

was indeed a milestone in efforts Iti the^raa of international activities for
this group of countries. During UF: Conference ->n LDCs in Pariss the SHPA was
adopted establishing the target of 0^15 per cant of donors' GDP'being the minimum
level of ODA'flows to the LDCs in order to assist this group of countries to
sustain a reasonable rate of growth. fl>e $r.Tfi envisaged that the annual "GDP
growth in this group of countries at a l;;vel 7,2 per cent in order to enable
them double their national Income by the ysrj 1990 thereby deal effectively with
their problems.
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26. Thus UHCTAD has been instrumental in the creation of a list.of LDCs

and increased awareness by the international community of the special needs of
LDCs. The acceptance of this principle has produced a shift in the share of.
ODA channelled to this group, especially by the major multilateral organizations.
The central task of UNCTAD has been to monitor and mobilize support in both ^
developed and developing regions with a view to realizing not only the objectives
but also the specific commitments nade in the SHPA and relating them primarily
to the target of 0.15 per cent of ODA levels. Although the results have not

been,spectacular3 a solid beginning has been made.

27. Along with the sfeove issue are questions of the replenishment of IDA
and guarantees for public and private debts including rescheduling arrangements

with LDCs. There has also been the need for the international community to
pursue action aimed at facilitating the LDCs' trade by eliminating or substantially
reducing tariff and non-tariff barriers with a view to providing better access
to export products of LDCs, These issues are closely related with debate on

problems of commodities9 especially the need to find solutions to overcoming the
export earnings shortfalls which affect adversely most developing countries most

of which are LDCs.

(b) Decisions addressed to the Socialist Countries of Eastern Europe(Group D)

28. The concerns of Africa relating to commodity issues9 development finance
and resource flows and protectionism are also occupying the minds of African
policy-makers when it comes to trade and economic relations between Africa and
the Socialist Countries of Eastern Europe. For instance, these countries have not
yet retified the Cocsnon Fund and have not implemented the aid target of 0.7 per
cent of the 0.15 per cent to the least developed countries. In point of fact,
like the market economy countries, the Socialist countries of Eastern Europe also
insist on «bilateralism» as opposed to multilateralism in their relations with
Africa. Africa is concerned therefore that the existence of these issues, have
hampered trade and economic relations which would otherwise have assumed a more
positive trend. The first real decision on trade relations among countries
having different economic and social systems was during UNCTAD II with the
adoption resolution 15(11) listing several recommendations on trade expansion
between developing countries and this groups of countries. Subsequently, the^
debate and conclusions of UNCTAD III reiterated the fact,that trade was becoming an

integral part of a more complex process of economic co-operation. An integrated
approach was proposed in dealing with issues of trade promotion and payments,

in matters relating to invisible transactions where these two.groups of

countries were concerned.

29. Resolution 95(IV) which was adopted by the fourth session of UNCTAD

contained practically the same provisions as those found or addressed in the
previous resolutions. In fact, UNCTAD VI adopted the,proposal of the G. 77 on ^
financial assistance to be provided by the socialist countries to, developing regions

This proposal is still under negotiation and the socialist countries of Eastern ^

Europe have still to give their positive response and indicate ways of how this is
to be achieved. These countries have often attempted to side-track this issue by
introducing or relating solutions to the East-Uest relations which do not have
direct relevance to Africa's trade with them. In facts there are fundamental
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differences of approach between developing and socialist countries on such
important issues as quantitative and qualitative financial aid flows and
operation of the Special Fund of the International Investment Bank.

(c) Decisions addressed to the Group of 77

30, The blame for the failure of UNCTAD decisions to make a positive impact
on the developing economies cannot be placed only to the industrialized countries
of the market or centrally planned economies. Part of the blame lies in the
attitude of the Group of 77 themselves towards such decisions. In order to
analyse this fully the problem has to be presented into two broad areas9 namely„

practical1 and institutional. VTith regard to practical problems9 the Group of 77
has itself failed to implement some of the resolutions.

31.- A case in point is the ratification of the Common Fund on which many of
the countries in the Group of 77 did not comply. The Integrated Programme for
Commodities did not appear to command the full support of all members of the
Group of 77.- Similarly,;with regard to the Global System of Trade Preferences '.
(GSTP) Among Developing Countries, many of our members have been reluctant in
their support. At the South-South levela there are measures which should have
strengthened our negotiating capacity as a group with the North but which have not

been fully exploited. These relate to the «Arusha Programme for collective

Self-Reliance and Framework for Negotiations adopted in May 1979 and the «Caracas

Programme of Action Adopted by the High Level Conference on Economic Co-operation

Among Developing Countries)) adopted in May 1981. These documents, while being

useful for reference purposes, have remained largely a dead letter.

32. With regard to institutional aspects, the Group of 77 lacks a fuH fledged
secretariat to evaluate and monitor the implementation of UNCTAD decisions of
interest to its members. Ad hoc arrangements have been made in New York, Geneva
and Rome to cater for the needs of the Group of 77 but these arrangraents lack a
central co-ordinating ccvchanism. The result has been that instead of monitoring

the decisions taken at UNCTAD sessions ab initiosone tends to wait until the

approach of the next session of UNCTAD to start a post-facto evaluation which is
often too lateo

33. UNCTAD was the first UN agency to recognize the need to incorporate issues
of economic co-operation among developing countries (ECDC) into its work

programme. In 19689 following the adotion without dissent of the Comprehensive

Concerted Declaration by UHCTAD II,.the emphasis was placed on helping sound

integration schemes among developing countries through technical assistance^. At
UflCTAD IVsthe basic proposal of instituting trade preferences among developing
countries - later to be termed the global system of trade preferences (GSTP), was
formally recognized as a support mechanism in promoting co-operation among state
trading organizations (STOs).
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34. The rationale for GSTP was based partly on the belief that it could
facilitate the removal of obstacles to exports of developing countries,
particularly the non-traditional ones. The architects of the scheme were of
the opinion that it could compensate through preferential market access.

Similarly, they thought that GST? could stimulatey diversify and stabilize
export growth between developing countries, 67 The scheme was also designed to
give concrete expression to developing countries1 political commitment to the
concept of collective self-reliance. -

35. Regrettably, after several years of actual standstill and protracted
disagreement, an evaluation of the GSTP must be qualified by the fact that

negotiations have barely started and the likelihood that concrete results in terms

of GSTP-induced trade expansion, if any, cannot be expected for a number of
years to come. It should also be stressed that although the New Delhi Conference
in 1985 and the Negotiating Committee of the Group of 77 on GSTP, held in Brasilia
in May 1986, led to actual launching of the first round of negotiations on GSTPS
Africa's involvement in the process remains relatively low. At the time of
writing this chapter,only 17 African countries had announced their intention to
take part in the GSTP negotiations. The same slow response has also been
evident for the Asian and Latin America developing countries.

36. The extent of implementation of SCDC resolutions within the context of
overall UNCTAD activities is clearly shown by the slowness with which new
initiatives emerge through the intergovernmental machinery. If developing
countries consider each other as potential sources of satisfying their respective
needs or alternatively as major areas for overcoming their weakness and
dependence in such spheres as food and energy, then why is there such a poor
performance? There is very little that UNCTAD resolutions and secretariat

initiatives can do apart from offering technical assistance, if the Group of 77
itself does not take up the matter seriously. Moreover, even when positive
decisions have been reached, developing countries themselves have to be blamed
for showing lack of political will to implement them.

C. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

37 We In-Africa are gravely concerned that each UNCTAD session seems to result;
in'fewer and fewer areas of consensus between the developing and the developed
countries. In fact, the results of UNCTAD VI were particularly disappointing

for us. 7/ For this reason, we have especially observed the following negative

tendencies in the North-South dialogue within the framework of UNCTAD sessions:

6/ See ECAS Global System of Trade Preferences Negotiations: Products

of Interest to African Countries, E/ECA/TRADE/27s August 1985.

7/ See ECA/OAU, ((Review and Assessment of the Sixth Session of the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (E/ECA/OAU/TRADE/11).
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(a) The industrialized countries of the market economy countries appear
to have approached UNCTAD session with indifference and lack of commitment. On a
number of issues, they retracted from their earlier commitments? they have
delayed decisions on issues by requiring them to be debated further at lower
levels or other bodies; and they have insisted that nothing should be done to

■ distrurb their process of ((recovery which if allowed to proceed unabted would
in turn rescue the economies of developing countries*. They also continue to
argue that their economies are characterized by declining industrial production
and investment resulting in large scale unemployment, inflation, mounting
interest rates, unstable exchange rates and increased protectribnist measures/

According to them these problems are cyclical in nature jarid require a policy mix
aimed at bringing about economic recovery. They advocate,in this regard.that
their'possible solutions should include-appropriate consumer demand management
deflationary policies, increased Investment's in directly productive sectors and
a decrease in nominal rates of interests, these policies, according to
industrialized countries, would continue to strengthen and consolidate world
growth1 of the industrialized nations. In so doing, tKey emphasize concept of
the «trickle-dqwri effects* of recovery on their economies as a way of helping to
re-activate economic development in the developing countries. In other WQrd^ the
xdea of self-generating growth and recovery in the developing countries i> not
part of global economv unless it is subsidiary to that of their own ecortonles.

(b) From the point of view of the African countries, the centrally planned
economies of Eastern Europe also failed to make any positive contribution towards
trie central theme of development and recovery. They persistently refused to
commit themselves towards the transformation of developing and what they could
provide as solutions or positive measures to overcome the international economic
crisis especially as this affects the developing countries. In areas where
African countries expected them to make tangible and material sacrifices, such as
tor instance, in strengthening trade co-operation and aid between the centrally
planned economies and developing countries, the interest of the later were
sacrificed m pursuit of the former's interests vis-a-vis their rivals of the
Western powers. This was demonstrated for instance, by their insistence to open
debate on some aspects of «the East-West confrontations which in effect did< not
advance the cause for which UNCTAD VI had been convened.

(c) In general, right from the inception of UNCTAD, it became evident
that the Conference faced logistic and institutional difficulties of agreeing on
a common negotiation platform. This was because the fundamental differences of
the groups especially in their understanding of the underlying causes of the
world economic crisis were allowed to overshadow the conceptual approach to
solutions of global economic inbalances. Apart from the group attitudes mentioned
above, which were general in nature, there were also differences on specific areas
on key issues of vital importance to the economic growth of the developing
countries. As is now well known, during the past twenty years, there has evolved
a tradition within the United Nations system and in UNCTAD in particular for a

negotiating approach by groups. Hence, the negotiating process during UNCTAD VI

took the form by which the Group of 77 on the one hand, confronted the'developed
countries of the OECD (Group B) and the centrally planned economies of Eastern
Europe (Croup D) on the other, hand. At the same time, Group D as well as China
on its own confronted Group B, This approach was politically convenient but
tended to result in the «polarization» of interests which often prevented a
break-through in the negotiations on any major issue. At the same time, it resulted
in time-consuming futile exchanges in which the main issues of concern to the
Group of 77 have been side-tracked or relegated to a place of insignificance.
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(d) Finally- an institutional and operational problem which has eroded
confidence in UKCTAD. is the absence Of an effective mechanism at the political
level, for ensuring the implementation and or the follow-up on resolutions or,

decisions taken at UHCTAD sessions. A review of the resolutiona adopted within
UHGTAD since the first session seeras to indicate the most resolutions addressed
to member States have virtually not been implemented. ITo international mechanism
exists for compelling or persuading sovereign States to comply with resolutions,

especially those on which they have abstained or voted against.

38- On a nore positive note, the African countries appreciate the fact that
the UFCTAD secretariats has since its inception, nade considerable progress

to strengthen its institutional and technical capabilities in assisting
developing African countries in effectively dealing with trade and development
issues. As a follow-up on UKCTAD decisions the secratariat on its own initiative9

has been involved in many joint activities with the Economic Commission for
Africa and other United Nations agencies and institutions in trade and develop
ment policy formulations through conducting research, studies, training and ^
development of human resources in trade; and in fostering regional and subregional
economic co-operation and in institution building, to name only a few. -Therefore,
resolutions addressed to UNCTAD secretariat of interest to Africa have been
implemented and have assisted member States in dealing more effectively with

international trade and development issues.
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PART II

DEVELOri'ETT FINANCE, RESOUFCF FLO"S

APE EXTERNAL DEFT
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A. BACKGROUND

39. Africa's economic recovery, growth and development is precariously linked
with the broader issues relating to development finance, resource flows and external

debts of African countries. As is stated elsewhere, the collapse in corntodity *
prices considerably curtailed Africa's foreign exchange earnings and in order

to maintain even existing levels of economic growth, most African countries had

to resort to heavy external borrowing. This was further aggravated by the uncer

tainty in the world monetary and financial markets as to the availability to
Africa, on a more predicable basis, of development finance.

40. Several factors continue to cause serious concern in Africa. These

ares (a) the collapse in commodity prices which has generated considerable

uncertainty and disarray in African economies? (b) stagnation, and in some cases, the

actual decline in the flow of official development assistance to Africa? (c) the

continuing high interest rates in the major industrialized countries which have

escalated the cost of borrowing; (d) the adoption of the regime of fluctuating

exchange rates which makes it extremely hard for African countries to monitor

or even control the impact of their own exchange rates on developments (e) monitoring

external indebtedness and the related problems of debt servicing and (f) the

outflow of capital and other resources from Africa through principally the activities

of transnational corporations and their banking and financial institutions. Some
of these issues will briefly be analysed in this part of our submission as a

tasis for proposals for international action. But before doing so, a brief

review of recent developments in international and financial relations would
facilitate the analysis.

b. RECENT DEVELOPMENrS IN INTERNATIONAL IDNETARY AND FINANCIAL RELATIONS

41 „ Since 1980, there has been an unprecedented application of economic

policy in western industrialized countries for controlling inflation. This

has been accompanied by measures to regulate output, world trade and employment.

The anti-inflation policies made the application of traditional policy options,

involving fiscal and monetary tools, difficult for policy-makers in both developed

and developing countries. This required a policy combination involving fiscal

measures to reduce government and expenditures and monetary restrain to lower

growth in money supply. However? this was not possible in most developing

countries because rnany of the fiscal programmes had strong social and political

implications.
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42. Th^ reliance on restrictive monetary policy by industrial
countries and the economic consequences for the global economy

■brought into sharp focus a fundamental and disturbing ■ asymmetry
in their trade relations with the developing countries. It should

be stressed that the asymmetry constrained the ability to implement
desired endogenous policy options which, apart from affecting the :>-
macrovariables on which they are targeted, also transmit adverse

exogenous impacts on developing countries. In Africa, the reper

cussions have been widespread although they have varied depending

on the degree of linkage to the global economic system and the level

of development, To country has escaped the consequences of the
anti-inflation policies of the industrial countries.

43O One of the major developments in the international financial

system has been the tight monetary policy introduced by the United

States in the early l?rOs. Fecause of the important position of the
United States dollar in the world economic system, its policies

influenced the level of interest rates in the international financial
narkets and the exchange rates of the major traded currencies. African
countries were seriously affected by adverse developments in the

international economic environment starting with the oil shocks).of

1970s to which should be added the economic recession in industrial
countries during the early 19?C9so As a result, the economies of

African countries were fundamentally weakeneds further aggravating
external payments imbalances an-3 an intensification of inflationary
pressures,

44. The -sharp increase in oil prices resulted in a marked rise

in the import bills of the oil-import in? African countries, thus
significantly affecting their devclorir.ent prosoects, rhile the African
oil-exporters benefited from the oil-price increases, they have since
19C5 been adversely affected by the collapse in the price, of oil.
The recession in the industrial countries of the early 19TOs affected
both oil and non oil-exporting African countries by weakening the
demand for African exports which consist of mainly primary commodities
including oil itself. The result of weakened demand was a sizeable
decline in the prices of primary commodities which, in turn, reduced
the level of foreign exchange earnings.

45= Another development of significance wss the unprecedented rise
in international interest rates during the period 1979-1933 which as
was stated earlier; increased the cost of external finance. The

increase in interest rates aggravated the already burdensome external
debt service payments. In Africas the high interest rates affected
especially those countries with large debts owed to private creditors
and contracted on variable interest rates. rurin* the period 1^74-1934
debt service payments for non-oil African countries rose elevenfold
against a background of first, declining groutb rate of export earnings
and second, actual decrease in the volume of export earnings during
the later years.
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46. Fluctuations in the exchange rates of the major world currencies

represented another major development which adversely affected the
economic and social situation in African countries. After a tendency

towards appreciation of real effective exchange rates over much of
the previous decade, There was a depreciation of about 5.5 per cent
in 1933 usinr a gross domestic product weighted average of national
indices. During 1902-1983 and 12p-3-19B4s the real effective exchange

rates of the non-oil developing countries, calculated as at? average

across countries weighted by CE? had a cumulative *§2"ciation of about
13% and 15% respectively;. However , since receober^19B5,the exchange

rates of the major world currencies particularly those of the big five

have been controlled by deliberate policy of intervention, 3_/ The
authorities decided that the value of the US dollar should be reduced

against the Japanese Yen, pound sterlings French franc and Peutshe

mark. As a result of that decision, the US dollar has depreciated by

as much as 25 per cent against the other ir.ajor world currencies. This

in turn resulted in the misalignment of the exchange rates of many

African countries pegged to these worP currencies.

47 The adverse impact of these factors on the African economies

was significant. This was compounded by inadequate domestic resource

management and structural policies which also contributed to the worse

ning in the balance-of-payments position. These policies were reflected
in large and growing fiscal deficits an'', rapid expansion of domestic

credit in many African countries. Therefore faced with large and

mounting domestic and external imbalancesj most African countries

looked up to the developed countries as sources of finance. However,

contrary to the developments in the 1970s and early 1900s when most

African countries could resort to their foreign reserve balances most

of which were relatively healthy, they now had to depend on ODA or

borrowing from the market at conditions they could not afford.

France

8/ United States 3 Japan, United K.ingdoms Test Germany and
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:. STAGNATION IN DLVELOFi-lENT FINANCE AND RESOURCE FI0WS TO AFRICA

(a) Issues of Major Concern to Africa

**i^ The most critical concern of African countries is that deve

lopment finance is not 'readily available to sustain even modest levels

of growth. In fact, the overall flows have taken a negative turn.

For instances the net medium, and long-term flows on concessional

terms to developing countries only grew by 0.77 per cent between 19F1

and 1985. In fact, DAC flows actually declined by -0.03 per cent. " "V

There has therefore been,an increase in outflow of financial resources

from Africa to the developed countries. It is important to stress

that despite agreements reached at the UFCTAE VI to improve the

resource situation of developing countries, the contrary has actually

Been the case. More specifically9 for sub-sharan Africa3 the net flows
of resources for the period 19C1-1934 declined from US$12.36 billion 9 .

to US$ 9.0S billiorij indicating a negative flow of some■■■■fi, 36 per cent-r

49. We are also concerned that the international financial environ

ment has been so harsh on African economies that any adjustment prog

rammes designed through shifts in the policy and nixinp domestic

monetary and fiscal policies have been circumscribed by international

financial system which sets the operational limits of individual

country policies. Furthermore, recent developments in the international

'financial system such as,,exchange rate misalignments, the volatility
in foreign exchange markets and the diminishing capacity of multilateral

financial institutions to provide external payments support and

programme lending on suitable conditions, have aggravate-! the liquidity

problems of African countries. For example, the period 1979-1981-was

marked by a deceleration of lon^-term capital to Africa and an accele

ration of short-term debt including export credits. This situation

has been maintained throughout the period 1982-1936;.

50.- Another matter of greater concern to Africa is the fall in

lending from official sources on both concessional and noil-concessional
terms during the period 1980-1903. The decline was 28 per cent for

the 12 major borrowers and was 33 per cent for low-income African

countries, the most dependent on official concessional finance.

Commitments by multilateral agencies expanded by 4 per cent between

1980 and 1983 but commitments to borrowers in low-income Africa dropped
by 20 per cent in 1981 after the exhaustion of the IMF Trust Fund. The

9/ See UNCTAD, Background Statistical Note, (UNCTAD/ST/MFr/2) of
23 October 1985.
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sharpest drop was by bilateral agencies which.cut down.their commit

ments to Africa by more than TO per cent. The nominal interest rates

in the international capital market declined slightly in 19H2 but the

benefits of lower interest rates were r^ttiaily offset by reductions
in the average grace period and maturity. v

51. In June 1935, the United States prime" rates, fell below the
level of 10 per cent for the first time in 7, years.. .This was a healthy **
development given that one of the most striving features of external
debt servicing difficulties of developing countries, in recent years,

has been high interest payments on existing debt.stock. If Interest
rates remain at a lower level, the cost of external financing parti

cularly from financial markets would ease the debt: servicing burden

for African countries that have borrowed heavily on float ing., inter est
' J^ a f a q

* (b) Recent developments

52» Two developments, however, brought hope for Africa, The first
is that the perilous position of debt-troubled African countries had

been acknowledged by the international community. The London Summit
(1984); the Eonn Summit (1985) Tokyo Summit (ray 19S6) of the Leaders
of seven major industrial nations^/ and Spring meetings of the Interin

Committee of the International Monetary Fund and development Committee

of the World Bank and the International Horietary Fund have all discussed
the financial problems faced by African countries including measurer

for alleviating the situation. 17e hope thr.'t these verbal assertions
would be followed up by concrete, action.

53. Another hopeful development on financing flows in recent years
was the World Bank's Joint Programme of Acti.on for Sub-Saharan Africa

which originally proposed a US$2 billion, Ve in -Africa, deeply appre

ciate the initiatives taken by the "orld Tank on this issue. This

proposal aims at mobilizing funds from bilateral donors. Such funds

will, however, be made available only to governments cf the sub-Sah;aran
African countries pursuing acceptable adjustment programmes, and policy

reforms. There are however, concerns that .policy requirements will

follow closely those outlined by the IMF and that donor leverage will be

increased significantly. Also, in a World Fafifc paper which outlined the

possible impact of the Joint Programme on 'specific Tub-Saharan African
countries, there wasa bias in selecting the.countries.for the four case

studies. Countries which agreed to implement IMF structural adiustment

programmes stood in a more favourable position than those wnich~refused to
do so. This suggested that World Bank balance-of-payments funding under
the Joint Programme would continue to be tied to IMF adiustment prog
rammes in spite of their shortcomings. ■ ' ... ■ :"

These nations are, USA, Vest Gernany, France, UK, Japan
Canada and Italy.
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54 It is also encouraging for Africa to note that the interim-

Committee and the Pevelopment Committee at their annual Spring meetings

in 1985 and 1986S acknowledged and welcomed the efforts of developing

countries in decling with debt servicing problems within the framework

of overall resource management policy* There was a form of consensus

that in order to resolve debt-servicing problems of African countries,

it requires co-ordinated efforts with "the international community

providing generous and long-terra concessional support. Adjustment

efforts by African countries needed to be supported by creditors through

adequate flows of new lending on realistic terms an4 by a readiness

to restructure past maturities of loans extended by private an-! official

creditors.

55. We must also acknowledge that even the International Monetary

Fund (IMF) has recognized the fact that African countriess particularly

Sub-Saharan African countries i were confronted by severe financial

difficulties. This acknowledgement is borne out by a change in the

nature and content of the adjustment programmes of the IWFS parti

cularly when it was noted that... .''the balance of payments problems of

these countries had become intractable, and were likely to be of longer

duration than initially thought. ' 11/ In fact, during the period

1-980-1984, no less than twenty six (26) sub-Saharan African countries

successfully negotiated stand-by arrangements and extended fund

facilities with the International Monetary Fund o That there has been

a reduction in access of African countries is borne out by the fact

that during 19E0-l??ls twenty one (21) countries in 5ub-3aharan Africa

established financial programmes with the fund. The amounts agreed

under these arrangements were UE$1O5 billion in 198C and US$3,9 billion

in 1901. However, as the debt crisis became more severe, access to

Fund resources was reduced further-; By "1933 a many Sub-Saharan African

countries were said to have become "prolonged users" of Fund resources

ioe<, having continuously used the resources for over 3-5 years. 12/

Being prolonged userss these countries became ineligible for further

resources as they would encounter difficulties when repurchases (i.e „

repayments to the Fund) commenced.

_ Set Rattan J. Phatia, "Adjustment Efforts in Sub-Saharan

Africa, 1980-84, in Finance and Development/' September 1985, Vol. 7.2

No. 3S IMF,

See Rattan J. Phatia, i;Ad j usttnent Efforts in Sub-Saharan Africa

19CC-841 in Finance and Development, September 19853 Vol, 2"s

No. 3, pp. 19-22.
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Do AFRICA'S EXTERNAL DEBT CRISIS

56= A cardinal factor which we wish to place before the inter
national community is that since the early 1970s, a growing number

of African countries have experienced serious debt service problers
(principal payments plus interest and other charges) which quickly
escalated into a debt -crisis aroun^ 19TC-. Three major critical issues
cause great/concern:among the African countries with reran? to the

external debt .-13/ . " ■

(a) individual as well■as the combined external debts
of African countries have increased dramatically in recent

years having escalated from US?150 billion in 19?3 to about

US$200 billion in 19£6, Cur estimates, unlike those of
thfc.World Bank, include short-term debts (with maturities
O:f less than one year) , obligat ions to the World "ank and

■ IK-F9 debts payable in local currencies and loans td;private

individuals and institutions. The size of the debt itself
is not a negative factor in developmenti What causes concern
is the increasing debt service problems (repayment of

principal px.uS interest rates and any other charges). Moreover
there has been increased "privatization" of external debts
to the extent that the rates of commercial borrowing from

private lenders has dramatically increased during the past
five years composed with concessional loans from'multi
lateral institutions.

(b) because of a combination of a number of factors, many
of the loans contracted in the past do not actually generate
foreign exchange;, to cover the debt service obligation of
each loan. As a:result, resources are sometimes shifted

away from one important development project to meet debt
servicing in other projects. "■ . ■

XX This portion is derived from a paper by ECA on The HanaRcment
of Africa's External Debt (F/F.CA/CK. Il/fi5) , 2 April 19G5^
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(c) for some time in the past^ the major lenders had delibe

rately left Africaout of the debt renegotiation mechanism

established for I atin America. The international community

still continue to relegate low priority to Africa's external

debt crisis. This is partly because the total external

debt of ali developing African countries is currently below

20 per cent of the total global debt. What the international

community seems to ignore is that t ? >■ in» into account the

economic size of most African countries, the drought and

desertification problems an<* the current economic crisis

generally, many of them are faced with a serious debt service

crisis which deserves more attention than has hitherto been

the case.

57. The point which we wish tc underscore is that the emergence of

.external payments problems for a number of African countries reduced

sharply and.rapidly their access to international financial markets.

The onset of external payments difficulties in t'oe African region is

shown by the sharp rise in the num"! or of African countries resorting to

rescheduling their debts ar.d the amounts rescheduled. During the period

19G0-1984 there were over 48 reschedulings involving more than USC12

billion . Ub.ereas in 19PC there were 4 reschedu

lings (two through the Paris Uiub for US$7 2 million and two through

commercial banks for US$471 million) involving US$54'* million, the

following year the amount ■reschedule:, incres; sed to US$1794 million rep

resenting 7 reschedulings through the Faris Club for US$1079 million

and two through commerc ial banks for US?715 million . In 19P1 there was

a reduction in both the number of reschedulings (5) and the amounts

involved (US$335 million),

58. The external payments difficulties for African countries inten

sified in 1923 as evidenced "by the sharp rise.in the number of resche

dulings to 14 involving an estimated amount: of US$6, 97? million of

which US$49361 million was rescheduled through the Paris Club (10

reschedulings) and US$2,617 million representing 4 reschedulings by

commercial banks. By 1^-34 there w^a IT reschedulings of which 9 were

through the Paris Club involving US$1,6?4 mil lion and 1 (^through commer

cial banks involving US$1,239 million. The decline in the amounts

rescheduled is due to the fact that debts el±gib".e for resheduling were

also declining in number.

(a) Causes for the Afr_ican_ debt cris.1 s

59. There are numerous factors which have led tp the African debt

crisis but for the purpose of this submission, we refer to recent

reviews on this subject. In response to tho. debt crisis, the African

Governments on their part through *:ho Addis Ababa ?eelaration in 1984

and within the context of Africa; ;; Fricrity Prograune for Economic

Recovery 1986-1990 in 1SG5 ider.:ilicr! a nmaber of causes for the debt

crisis including some of the f c llowinr n -1;'7

Organization of African Uni:;y, Afrr^yi's Priority Programme

for Economic Recovery 1986-1990, 7 AC. IS1" 5
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(i) The collapse in the international prices of the

commodities of major export interest to African countries

which resulted in drastic decline in the export earnings

and hence foreign exchange reserves;

(ii) The high interest rates in the major lending countries

coupled with violent fluctuations in the exchange rates of

the world major currencies which increased the cost of

borrowing by African countries durinp the early 19C0s

thereby worsening the debt servicing crisis-

(iii) The sharp decline in the flow of capital and deve

lopment resources to Africa on concessional terms especially

from Of f ic ial Development /. ssistance (OtA) of the Organi

zation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECT)

which forced many African countries to resort to borrowing

from private creditors at ^is^ interest rates;

(iv) The loss of huge amounts of resources through the ::

activities of transnational corporations and their trans

national banks which manipulated commodity prices e„g „

transfer pricing, deliberately depressing world prices

of primary commodities through the operat ions of inter

national commodity exchanges including the London Metal

Exchanges,

(v) The persistent and severe drought, desertification

and other natural calamities which made it difficult for

many countries to increase their agricultural production

not only for exports but also for domestic consumption

thereby reducing their expott earning capacity while at

the same time,increasing their food import bills;

(vi) At the domestic level the debt problem was exacerbated

by factors such as poor pricing policies weaknesses in

external debt management policies in terms of the absence

of effective centralized control over the authorization

of external borrowing by both the public and private

sectors and the absence of appropriate procedures for

the selection of projects to be financed by external

borrowing; ^

(vii) The inadequacy of monetary and fiscal policies in

encouraging development resources to be mobilized and

utilized in productive investment activities.
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(b) The structure of Africa's debts

=:

- !

'

J

e.».rei.l banks and with^of f icial cred itorf"ftlons w"h
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period 1978-1984= Out of a total of US$1,6359.4 million disbursements only
US$3,387.9 million left Africa as amortization (i.e. principal repayments) .
leaving a net inflow of USJ1,2971.5 million in 1978= However, by 1984 out of
US*10,16l.5 million in arrortization leaving only US*4,430 million as net inflows.
If interest payments are deducted from the net inflows of 1984, one obtains a
net outflow from Africa of USvi,333.5 million.

63. Secondly, the severity of debt servicing difficulties can be appreciated
from an analysis of the importance of some of the major economic aggregates
relative to the magnitude of the debt stock, amortization and interest payments.

For example, gross external liabilities of 46 African countries expressed as a
percentage of the total of their exports of goods and services was 243.3 in
1934 o Gross external liabilities represent: the sum of long-term debt plus the
use of IMF credit and short-term debt that has been disbursed. This ratio
(i.e. 243o3%) means that for African countries to pay-off the 1984 debt stock
they would have to increase the value of their export by 243 = 3 per cent. On
the other hand, the total debt service (i.e. .amortization plus interest payments
as a percentage of total exports was estimated at about 23 = 6 per cent an 1984.
■This debt ratio implies that out of every US dollar generated from exports as

foreign exchange) will be left for financing imports and development.

E. PROPOSALS FOR DEALING \)T?'A AFRICA'S MONETARY AND FINANCIAL PROBLEMS

(a) External Debt Relief Programmes

(i) Measures to be taken by the African countries

64 From the preceding analysis, we pro?-.\ie specific measures to be adopted
in dealinq with Africans external debt crisis. To this end we refer to the
Addis Ababa Declaration on Africa's External Indebtedness and Africa s Priority
Programme for Economic Recovery 3.986-1990 both of which stipulated specific _
measures to be undertaken at the national, subregional, regional and international
levels We realize that the basis for international response is the action by
the African countries themselves. Therefore, at the national level, our governments
have adopted and implemented or are in the process of implementing remedial
measures which would curb Liberal and excessive borrowing, in this connection,
each African government is consider:^ the establishment, where this does not _
already exist, of a machinery for defining the purpose of loans sought, determining
how much to borrow and from what sources as wsU as assessing the debt ■ servicing
capacity of the country if additional debts are to be contracted. To supplement
debt management policies, many governments have adopted or ore seriously con
sidering the adoption of new and rcore vigorous domestic resources irobilxzation

policies and appropriate resource/allocation policies.
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65v At the subregional level, African governments are exploring ways to
exchange information, bilaterally or through multilateral bodies, on rescheduling
terras while African investors both public and private are to be encouraged
through appropriate incentives, including inter alia bilateral and multilateral
agreements., to invest their resources in other African countries. African

institutions, such as the African Development Bank Group, the Arab Bank for Economic
Development in Africa (BADEA) and subregional development banks, continue to
re-examine their lending policies with a view to ensuring their effectiveness

in alleviating the present external debt servicing crisis. At the international
lev.^1 the Arao and African countries are seeking ways towards enhancing their
co-operation in compliance with the Cairo Declaration of 1977 and subsequent

decisions and recommendations as part of a concerted development strategy.

(ii* I-feasures to be implemented by the industrialized countries

66, ?fe Wish to stress that the basis for the international community in dealing
with Africa's debt issue lies in the continued improvement of the external envi
ronment and a strong economic adjustment effort -sufficient enough to allow

African States to service their debt while establishing the basis of sustainable
economic growth. In these cases, the interantional commnity should show its

determination to assist African countries in their efforts to deal with their
financial constraints, UWCTAD is therefore urged to speedily implement General
Assembly■resolution adopted during the forty first session which called for
"strengthened international economic co-operation. aimed at resolving external
debt problems of developing countries". Therefore, at the international level,
we reiterate the call made in the Addis Ababa Declaration and Africa's Priority
Programme for Economic Recovery 1986-1390 for a set of measures to. redress the

adverse iitpact of external indebtedness on development prospects and these include
the following s

- Full iiiplementation on a non-discriminatory basis by industrialized
countries of UNCTAD resolution 165 (S-IK) concerning retroactive

adjustment of the public external debt, and total or partial
cancellation of external debts of developing African countries, in

particular, the least developed countries and especially those

most seriously affected by natural calamities especially the drought;

~ Fuller implementation of the internationally agreed features for

debt reorganization contained in-resolution 222 (XXI) and endorsed by
Trade and Development Board in ftarch 1984 would make a substantial

contribution towards improving the process of debt rescheduling. In
this connection, the period for consolidating debt service due should
be at least five years and repayment period for the consolidated amounts
should not tin less than 10 years (including substantial grace periods).
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of debt reorganization should have a longer perspective

African countriess . : ■■ !

A moratorium of at least 3 to 5 years on debt servicing^ both^

This would enable the countries to obtain the
f for structural adjustment programs thereby
improving their credit-worthiness;

The introduction of fairer and nore far-reaching multilateral
SaSSts for reorganizing African countries' deot-servicmg
obligations and

countries.

stress that although hitherto nany Mrican countries^

SSSS
in the African economies j-_l ^^ <=prvicina may occur in

it is possible that mssive ^^^f «?vd^1f^Sellows to Africa

ssraa-
with the external debt crisis

the quality andrrodality of external assistance_jnd
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bilateral or multilateral donor as well as recipient has its own rules and
procedures, there are sorne general areas in which changes can be usefully made.
For an effective support of Africa's recovery efforts, it has been agreed that
the quality and modality of external assistance and co-operation need to be
improved along the following lines s

(i) Greater emphasis on programme support in the priority areas
of the recipient African countries, with a view to giving an
indication of medium-term support;

(ii) Evolution of procurement policies and administrative procedures
which would improve delivery of production inputs;

(iii) Speedier disbursement of funds;

(iv) Increase the concessionality, particularly the grant element
of development assistance to African countries, with the purpose
of iinproving the quality of aid to these countries;

(v) In planning and implerrenti->g programmes of assistance, special
consideration shall be givsn to the indigenous competence,
expertise, experience, local conditions> particularly local
techniques and equipment a.i well a:-; the training of qualified
national personnel;

(vi) Evolve more effective and efficient co-ordination methods in order
to ensure a greater impact of aid policies?

(vii) Improve the effectiveness of technical assistance and make it
more responsive to the needs and priorities of the African
countries?

tviii) Donor countries and agencies-should consider, as appropriate,
measures to assist African countries, in meeting recurrent and
local cor.ts of programmes and projects?

<ix) Donor countries, international institutions and recipients should
take into account the recurrent and local costs of new programmes
and projects to ensure their viability.
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(c) Specific frfeasures in Support of Africa's Policy Informs

69. The General Assembly recognised that there is need for extensive inter
national support for the priorities and policies that Africa has identified as
necessary and on which many African countries have already embarked. *\jrthennore,
African countries need assistance to enable them to achieve smoother structure

adjustment and policy reforms, m this regard, the international connunity, _
oarticularly the donor countries, keeping in mind the interests of all developing
countries, agreed on tha importance of increasing official development assistance

to Africa and iirprovement in its quality and effectiveness. Tto this end, they
agree to the following which UNCTAD VII is urged to fully support and implements

(i) Placing greater emphasis on non-project aid, including balance-

of-payments support, to African countries during the period

1986-1990;

(ii) Evolving and policies based on technical considerations and
specific aid requirements of recipient countries?

(iii) Enabling multilateral development institutions to increase

their concessional assistance to African countries ?

(iv) In the case of countries concerned, work towards the rapid
iirpleirentation of the International MDnetary Fund Structural
Adjustment Facility which provides longer term concessional
resources in support of adjustment efforts, including overall
developrrent objectives at the national level;

(v) Urge the speedy eighth replenishment of the International
Development Association and the fifth African Development

Fund at levels which should take into account the need to

fully suppoi~t African recovery and development^

(vi) Strive to ensure that no individual bilateral donor, during
the period 1936-1990, becomes a net recipient of official
capital flows from African countries that undertake adjustment

programmes;

(vii) Increase suoport, whenever possible, to the International
Fund for Agricultural Development Special Programme for
Sub-Saharan African Countries affected by Drought and

Desertification,-
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(viii) Giving special attention to financial and technical assistance
requirements of countries affected by drought and desertification

and in this context utilize the existing subregional organizations

such as the Perrranent Interstate Conraittee for Drought Control

in the Sahel, the Intergovernmental Authority for Drought and

Envelopment and the Southern African Development Co-ordination
Conference;

(ix) Special efforts need also be made to increase resource flows to

the least developed countries with a view to enabling them to

achieve the objectives of their country progranmes within the

framework of the Substantial ifew Progranme of Action for the

1930s for the least Developed Countries 16/ and also to allow

the African countries to solve the critical problems arising

from negative or insufficient flows of resources;

(x) Firmly invite those countries that have not done so to give

priority consideration to the implementation of Trade and

Development Board resolution 165 (S-IX) of 11 March 1978 17/ and

note with satisfaction that a number of donor countries have

responded favourably to that resolution,,

15/ Report of the United Nations Conference on the Least Developed

Countries, Paris, 1-14 September 1981 (United Nations Publication, Sales

No. E.32*Ioii), part one, sect, A.

17/ Official Records of the General Assembly., Thirty-third Session,
Supplement No. 15 (A/33/15), Vol. I, part two, annex le
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PART III

COMMODITY ISSUES
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A. ; 3ACKGR0UMD ,;

70. Primary commodities hr.ve been the '■,-. :/.br-re of many African ecp.np.mies

and will continue to be so far a long time to cose. : !fe, 'in Africas have

since the inception of UNCTAT>8 persistently presented our case to the.

international corrrranity to devise \~cys for fair and remunerative prices of

primary commodities of major export intsrest to African countries. The

importance of primary commodities to Africa's recovery's growth and development

needs no further emphasic since issues cf economic growth and development are

inextricably intertwined with the commodity sector. Commodity trade determines

Africa's developo t targets, tb.3 borrowing capacity and the capacity to service

external debts. As was experienced in the early 1960*s the collapse in the

commodity prices was largely responsible* for plunging many African economies

into problems of external ilsbt servicing.

71. Commodity production &nd trade i.n Africa is a ir.ajor employment sector and

principal source of foreign exchange earnings,, In most African countries9 four

out of every five of the vorkirg 1 fib out* force is engaged in the commodity sector.

Commodity production accounts for between 30 and 60 per cent of GDP. A majority

of African countries depend on only cvi_ ur two arid at ^osts three commodities

for their foreign exchange earnings. Moreovers other sectors of the African

economies like those of transport aad. trfid*? including processing depend on primary

commodities of agriculture and minerals. TJhen all these factors are taken into

account, it would be appreciated why African countries place great importance to

the success of international commodity negotiations and agreements.

72. It is therefore a natter o.: great concern to African countries that no

satisfactory mechanisms have bson found to adequately compensate the commodity

producer countries for drastic fells in export revenues n;hich sariously disrupt

their development effort. Tor instance, at the raeeizing of the Intergovernmental

Grotfp of Experts c*i the Compensatory F;."-.vicing of Export Earning Shortfalls

held in Geneva in July 1986S Africa's concern was voiced when the group noted

that «(1) export earnings instabilityP when high and sustained over a long

period, had adverse effects on ecrpnodity-produeing sectors of the developing

economies and the x-;crld eccneey as a wholes (2) while both demand and supply

factors contributed to such instability, T' '* ' r- caused by factors operating

within an individual coranocity sector ter.ded to be raore important at the country

level and so, to deal effectively with commodity instability, it was necessary

to address policy irieasuraa to the causes cf conrnodity-specif ic supply instability

and not just itls effects; (?) pr^jent international prcgracaaes -Co not,deal

effectively with the caure.i n£ ccEcrdj'.ty supply instability; and (4) a;rnew

compensatory facility i^ nfcodGc!'vhich vrould operate9 in. a manner different from

the IMF-CFF, by linking the \-.\~jts of compensatory financing to the needs of supply

adjustment in order to reduce *vi£>vviy. iiiEr.ab:- lity Ir). specific commodity sectors

consonant with national ...nJ xntrtnf-tir.xu^ policies and arrangements.ft 18/

18/ See UNCTADB Report of tae Intergovernmental Group of Experts on the

Compensatory Financing of'I::po:t" l^rum^s r'hri-^-iUs Vi^7b/1H2-TD/B/AC,43/4) .
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73. Therefore, Africa is pressing for a new look at this issue in order

to agree on urgent and effective measures to solve this problem. We firmly

believe that we cannot engender economic recover and growth within the

framework on a sluggish and uncertain commodity market. The purpose of this

section therefore is to propose new measures to be agreed by the international

community to deal with the commodity issue.

B. SITUATION IN COMMODITY THADE

(a) Commodity exports

74. Africa's concern over the current trends of commodity trade requires an

appreciation of a number of interrelated activities. Principally, the African

economies are very vulnerable to the commodity composition, production and

processings export and imports9 elements of supply and demand as well as

fluctuations in prices. According to available statistics, the total world

commodity exports in 1984 were estimated at US$710 billion and slightly higher

than the amount in 19S3. In 19?5S the production of petroleum considerably

exceeded its previous level thereby contributory to the region's increased

export total of US$60,941 million^

75. The share of Africa's commodities in total exports in the period 1980 and

1985 was as follows: food (over 54 per cent)s minerals and metals (30.4 per cent)
and agricultural raw materials (15.5 per cent). Africa's performance during

this period, when compared to that of other developing regions, is proportionately

higher at a little over 26 per cent in respect of tropical beverages (as
against 16.4 per cent by Latin America and 6.5 per cent by Asia). The other

regions on the other hand, had a proporticnately higher export percentage than

Africa in terras of food (Latin America at about 72 per cent and Asia at about

58.6 per cent). Total Africa's import of primary commodities including fuels

between 1974 and 1984 as a percentage of world import values rose from about

2.6 per cent to about 3.1 per cent. When fuels are excluded the percental shows

a rise from 3.5 per cent to 4.7 per cent respectively.

76. The higher share of Africa in commodity trade poses serious problems of

development, this implies the low level of processing and manufacturing. It

also implies the fact that Africa's commodity trade continues to be governed by

general world trends9 in particulars those in developed industrialized countries

who are the main market outlets for African expotts. There are several factors

explaining the commodity trends in Africa. One of these is the influence and
momentum of technology which has resulted in shifts in international

competitiveness both in the short and long run of African commodities with >

synthetics and substitutes. There is also the question of certain trade policies
pursued by Africa's principal trading partner* which harm Africa's exports.
For instance, some developed countries suDSidize their agriculture e.g. the

Common Agricultural Policy in EEC. In fact, «the bulk of trade restrictions f
currently in place, including market sharing agreements, are directed against
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major 'traditional products in international trade (leading exaples being
'agricultural products, textiles, steel and automobiles))). 19/

'77-- -A' the African level, the poor performance of the agriculture sector in
Africa combined with slaggish world demand for primary commodities seriously
curtailed the region's capacity to import, . Prompted by the need to conserve

foreign exchange, many African governments were compelled to restrict; imports

thereby curtailing development. For a roajprity African countries sporting

qapital goods and other necessary inputsv this restriction on imports resulted
in a crisis of under-utilization of existing capacities in both the

agriculture and industry subsectors supporting agriculture. When export ■
capacity was curtailed there was a drop in foreign exchange earnings.

(b) Price trends

Y 78v. An area of considerable difficulty for African countries relates to
developments in commodity prices.. Our analysis shows that the, volatility of

commodity prices can be attributed to supply and demand conditions in developed

markets. On the demand side, trade cycles and changes in stock piling patterns

in relation to market expectations tends to cause fluctuations in the demand
while supply often lags behind. Therefore, major importing economies in the

industrialized countries were able to depress demand periodically for most
commodities resulting in downward movements of commodity prices during the 1980s

It has been argued that this Was associated mainly with the world recession

which caused chronic imbalances between deraand and supply conditions especially
of primary agricultural commodities, minerals and other industrial raw materials
^rom.Africa*. Consequently an «oversupply»> within.an already depressed market.
merely accentuated the decline in prices. On the supply side, the influence of
competition between natural raw materials and synthetic substitutes continued

to be fierce. For instance, petroleura-based synthestics for natural rubber/
maize sweeteners fox ;cane sugar or plastics for many material fibers. In

addition, shifts in long-term uses of certain commodities resulting from shift's
in consumer preferences, made t;he world commodity market less attractive for
African producers! 20/

J%r As -a result of the combination, of these and related factors? the price
differentials were in favour of domestic producers in the European.Economic
Community (EEC)especially under its common Agricultural Policy (CAP). The EEC
has gradually turned from a net importer into a net exporter of agricultural

commodities such as sugar. To illustrate this point furthers while the free

international, market price of sugar had dropped from 40 cents per pound in 1980
to a mere 2.3 cents per pou&4 in 1985, the ratio of domestic to free market

prices actually rose from 1 to 5 in the EEC and from 1 to 7 in the United..States
of America. 21/

1985,

19/ GATT, International Trade 1934/85, Geneva, 1985, P.17.

20/ See OECD, «Commodity prices)) Interlink working paper No. 27 November

21/ IMF, «Recent c^rket developments and outlook for primary-commodities*,
DM/85/55,12 September 1985 P.31.
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To these factors must be added the aspects of «managed trades by which the

imposition of discriminatory restrictions creates surplus conditions in African

countries thereby depressing commodity prices.

80. The prices of all the main groups of commodities followed the same broad

downward pattern as the global index indicates particularly as a result of the

weakness of demand. For instance the prices of major commodities such as

coffeeg cocoa9 cotton9 sugar, tea, which together account for about 70 per cent

of total Africa"s agricultural exports had been steadily declining for some

time with minor upward thrusts periodically. With this decline, Africa's share

in the world commodity trade dropped from 9 per cent in 1966 to 6.6 per cent

in 1975 and to about 4.9 per cent in both 1983. Ml-

81. Similarly, trends for a select number of principal non-fuel primary

commodities of the countries of sub-Saharan Africa for the period 1981 to mid

1986, indicate that prices of these agricultural exports have been depressed

since 1980. For instance the price index of cotton, a major export commodity for
many African countries, declined from 90 per cent in 1981 to 77 per cent in ^

19JB2 before rising to 86 per cent in 1984 and then fall again to 64 per cent in

1985.11/ In 1981, the index stood at 18 per cent below the level they were

in 1980 before worsening in 1982 to 22 per cent and to 26 per cent in 1984 and

1985.

C SOME SHORTCOMINGS IN INTERNATIONAL MEASURES FOR PRIMARY

COMMODITIES

82. In Part I, we demonstrated the reluctance of the industrialized countries

(both market and centrally planned economies) to institute effective measures

to deal with the commodity issue. Partly as a result of this, the trends

indicated in the preceding section have emerged. Behind this reluctance is the

fundamental belief of the industrialized nations on the «trickle-down» theory.

They held the belief that economic buoyance in the developed industrialized
countries would benefit developing countries through such factors as increased
demand for commodities. However, experience does not support this. On the
contrary, the recovery of the VTestern developed economy countries, especially

the growth of GDP in the OECD countries in 19C4 of about 4.5 per cent failed to

have any significant influence on price increases of commodities or on demand

as has been demonstrated earlier.

83. We are particularly concerned that numerous attempts to stimulate growth

through trade in commodities have resulted in short-term temporary gains for
Africa largely because of the «piecemeal» characteristic of their application.
International commodity arrangmenets are among the examples which reflect a

piecemeal approach to commodity problems. The sombres of ICA's is also quite
limited considering the range of commodities covered in commodity trade. To

date, only six commodity agreements have been negotiated throughout the entire

22/ United Nations YTorId Economic Surveys New York, 1986, P.146

v23/ UN Monthly; Conimodity Price Bulletin, Vol. VI9 No.7 July 1986*
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post-war period. The fact that consumer countries are becoming less and less
committed to price supporting measures and that there are not many possibilities

available for trade-offs between consumers and producers-of primary commodities
has also exacerbated the problem of finding lasting solutions.

84. The Common Fund for commodities has been one of the major preoccupations
of UNCTAD. It was originally conceived as the main, vehicle to assure support

and stability of commodity prices)) .24/ The difficulty for African countries is
that up to now the Common Fund is still in the process of ratification. For the
Common Fund to becorae operational depends on ratification by either the United
States of America on the one hand, or the Socialist countries of Eastern Europe

led by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) on the other than. Both

groups of countries so far show no signs of moving towards its ratification.

85. Another major failure of international action is the inability to

maintain high enough prices for commodities- As was stated earlier9 the
commodity prices are too low to sustain growth in African countries and consumer

attitudes are too insular to give much hope for better prospects in the near

future. Moreover, violent fluctuations in commodity pricesljave been a

characteristic feature of the world market and has negatively affected the
efforts of African countries to implement th eirrecovery and growth programmes.

In fact9 structural adjustment and policy reforms are virtually impossible to

attain in an environment of uncertain commodity situation. Therefore, the drastic
changes in the pattern of primary commodity prices that prevail in the 1980s
relative to 1970s suggest a new approach to improve the general environment that

influences the behavious of primary commodity markets. Some of the new measures

are proposed in the next section.

D. PROPOSALS FOR IMPLEMENTING ARRANGEMENTS ON COMMODITY ISSUES : V

86. In the previous section, we have indicated that the existing conceptual
framework for international commodity arrangements is not satisfactory to

African countries largely because it is biased only in favour of the industri
alized consumer countries. Consequently, no effective cost/profit sharing
arrangement is possible unless the fundamental conceptual framework for

international commodity agreements is reviewed and a new basis agreed upon
between producing and consuming nations. In this context we wish to underscore
that agriculture has been singled, out as the top priority sectbr that will
engender economic recoverys growth and development of the African Countries for the

period 1986-1990. 25/ ' ' '" ' ~

87. We wish to stress that the process of revitalizing commodity trade should

be objective of a new framework of relationship within the international community.
It should aim at improving development prospects of the third world countries.
the impending gravity of the global crisis* as manifested through international

24/ Dragoslav Avramovic, ((Specific Production and Trade Features of Primary
CommodTties&s, Primary Commodities; Challenge to Co-operation among Developing
e<HrptriflB, Research Centre for Co-operation with Developing countries9 Ljubljana,

Yugoslavias 1986s P- 31.

25/ see QAUS Africa's Priorty Programme for Economic Recoverys 1986-1990

adopted by the Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African

Unity in July 1985.
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trade, can therefore be reversed only through genuine co-operation between

commodity .exporters and consumers.' Irrespective of whatever action the developing

countries might take individually or collectively to deal with commodity issues

will not succeed without the co-operation of the developed countries since the

latter are not only major consumers but also producers of a whole range of

consumption and industrial goods required by developing countries.

(a) Measures to be implemented by the African countries

88. In the priority programme referred to in the preceding paragraph, the

African countries have realized that concomitait with the concerted international

action on commodity issues, they themselves must initiate action to improve the

domestic production and distribution structures. To this end, the African

governments have adopted inter-alia the following measures at the national level

for the improvement and rehabilitation of agricultrre:

; - - -- (i) Incentive measures for increasing production and productivity such

as place at the disposal of small farmers inputs such as seedsB fertilizers,

hand tools and other implements at accessible prices for increased output;

establishment of remunerative produce pricing policy, timely supply of agricultural

inputs, efficient marketing system, adequate supply of consumer goods; improvement

of the distribution of agricultural products. Strengthening of agricultural

planning and statistical institutions through adequate:funding.

(ii) Qualitative and quantitative production improvement in agricultural

production and accord of high priority to food crop production especially by

increasing the percentage of investment to this sector to between 20 and 25 per

cent of total investment.

(iii) Animal production especially the development of small family livestock

within the framework of mixed farmings improvement of the collection, conservation

and marketing of dairy products; improvement of livestock breeds and livestock

infrastructure; improvement of veterinary services9 campaigns for control and

elimination of livestock disease with the participation of. the population at

large. . - - ; , ',....

(iv) Research^ technology and distribution systems, .including development

of quick-maturing as well as drought, diseases and pest resistant crop varieties;

agronomic research directed towards new species/varieties of crops adopted to

different agro-ecological zones| improvement of post-harvest technologies

especially in the area of transport, storage processing, distribution and

marketing.

(v) Support activities to agriculture by other sectors, especially the
long-term support to development and agricultural growth will depend on the

parallel development of industry. It is the same for other sectors such as energy,

technology9 commerce, transport and communications. In this regard, the following
specific measures are proposed among others: the manufacture of simple, low-cost

agricultural implements tailored to the needs of small farmers; the rehabilitation

and development of existing transport infrastructure particularly feeder roads

and other forms of coroumications^ the: promotion of intra-and inter-regional

commerce in food and agricultural commodities; the establishment and'or improve

ment of preservation facilities and storage structure.
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(vi) Mobilization of financial and other resources for training and

human resources development^ massive international assistance for research and
development; facilitation of transfer of appropriate technology and the development

of indigenous technology.

(vii) The need for a commitment and a strong national policy so as to

adopt the appropriate legislative, statutory, financial technical and social
measures to face this scourge; improvement of the approach, strategy and planning
in desertification control; and sustenance of the ecological capability of

pasture by marketing and reinstallation of excess livestock in the new install

ation areas.

89. These are but a few of the -measures to which the African governments have

unequivocally committed themselves to implement over the next five years. When

such measures are fully implemented, the agricultural commodity situation in
Africa would have assumed a special significance. Ue therefore urge the

international community to agree on some basic conditions on which a new set of

international commodity agreements should be negotiated. These are listed in

the next few paragraphs.

(b) Measures to be implemented by the international community

90. ' We appeal to the countries of the developed market and centrally planned

economies within the framework of UNCTAD to reaffirm their support to two

principal decisions as the basis for future commodity negotiations: ((Africa's
Priority Programme for Economic Recovery 1986-1990& and the ((United Nations
Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development 1986-1990»

adopted by the Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly on the

Critical Economic Situation in Africa. In this context, there is need for urgent

action,to deal with the commodity crisis requiring financial resources so as

to bring the various commodity agreements into operation early should be:■&■>

matter of highest priority. The'efforts by WJCTAD focusing attention oil contaodity
problems in an integrated manner as represented by IPC and the Common Fund as

instrumental towards implementation of IPC shculd have been supported by the

entire international community1. tT He believe that if the Common Fund had been

operational as was expected, it would have provided financial support for commodity
development and for negotiations of additional international commodity agreements.

91• Another important short-term measure envisaged in dealing with the commodity

situation was to have included compensatory financing. There are at least three

examples of these facilities at different stages of operation. Its aim is
complementing rather than substituting price support. From the point of view of

Africa, price support and the compensatory financing are critical aspects of
the'Integrated Programme for" Commodities. However, in critical situations such
as those prevailing in Africa to-day9 the IPC would require to be given an
emergency dimension. it is for this reason that considerable attention is given

to the possible use of compensatory financing arrangements to sustain export

.earnings of developing countries as one of the long term measures. This is
especially because such a facility has the potential of stimulating export earnings

through greater participation by African countries in the marketings processing,

distribution and transportation of our commodities. Consequently5 the international
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conanunity should assist in increasing investment in production, improving

processing facilities and distribution as well as local transportation of

commodities. Similarly5 efforts should go into removing the apparent systematic

discrimination in tariff structures of developed countries against processed

and/or semi-processed commodity-based products exported by developing countries.

92. An important aspect of the commodity agreements should involve assistance

in the processing marketing and distribution of selected coinmotfities from the

African region. For this reason, UHCTAl) should agree to solicit international

co-operation including that of the private sector in which transnational

corporations (THCs) are an important factor in establishing processing plants

in developing Africa with a viev to enabling the latter economies to accelerate

economic development. The decision to process primary commodities in the

producing countries i*ith the assistance of the importer developed countries would

facilitate international co-operation of rutual advantages to both parties. The

producer countries would gain through better orices and hence improved export

earnings as well as increased employment opportunities,, The developed countries

on the other hand would gain'from increased purchasing power for imports by

Africa resulting fron increased incomes. This is the true basis for global

intra-dependence. Similarly, earlier in the analysiss mention was made of the

mechanisms used in price-Btabilizing in international commodity agreements (ICAs).

As was stressed at the Third special session of the Conmittee on Conodities

(3-13 June 1905)t buffer stocks alone were unlikely to stabilize prices unless

,endowed with; substantial and readily available finance or unless buttressed by

quota arrangements or a combination of both* This implied the acceptance of

universal producer and consumer participation. ■

(c) Improvement in the international environment for commodities

93o Many of the issues concerning the .external factors that aggravate.the

African situation need to be addressed.and examined in the competent foruns. In

this context^ UKCTAD VII should agree on,the most effective ways of implementing

the following General Assembly decisions relating to commodities?

(i) To evolve and implement prolicies conducive to sustained5 equitable

and non-inflationary growth., including the expansion of trade

■ through9 inter-alia, the elimination of protectionism, particularly

non-tariff barriers7 in accordance with existing commitments., the

adoption of measures which encourage African exports and

diversification prograraneS;, and imprpyed market access, especially

for tropical productss within the fratnework of the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade: . -

(ii) 7o deal urgently with commodity issuesa taking into account the

special interests of the African countries, in the framework of

an overall.-approach5 embracing commodity agreements/arrangements

and adequate compensatory financing, and also to increase the

-.;■ .. ' capacity of African countries to processs market, distribute and

■ , ,. transport their exports: and..in this context to stress the

-.-.-:-, importance of sufficient ratifications of the Agreement Establishing

.the Common Fund for Commodities,, for it to become, quickly operational.
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94* TTe also wish to stress that a large nunber of the proposals nade in

the Buenos Aires Platform adopted by the Croup of 77 in 1983 still remain valid

in so far as they were not accepted or implemented,by the international community,

especially the developed countries.. Ilore specifically9 we reiterate that UPCTAD

should agree to implement the following proposals to improve the international

commodity situation:

(i) Thd Soviet Union and the other socialist countries of Eastern

Europe should sign and ratify the Common Fund in order for them to translate into

practice their solidarity with developing countries^

(ii) Similarlys we appeal to the United States of America to ratify the

Common Fund in the interest of relieving the suffering of the commodity dependent

developing' countries..

(iii> Tie urge all countries; whether .producers or consumers, to participate

in all negotiations on individual commoditiess keeping in mind the overall

balance of benefits they are likely to derive from the IFC as a whole.

(iv) Ue strongly appeal to developing countries members of the Group of 77 P

to strengthen their mutual co-operation in, the field of commodities with a view to

evolving common proposals for international! action within the framework of the

Caracas Programme1 of Action/ At the same time, steps should be taken to expand

demand in potentially dynamic markets, which lie in the developing countries

themselves. Special measures9 such,as special trading regines and trade promotion

programmess should be adopted to increase growth in derand in developing countries

beyond what would take place in response to market forces- To this enda we"

further appeal to industrialized countries (both East and West) to support these

efforts and to desist from adopting action that negates efforts towards collective

action by developing nations with regard to comaodities..

(v) He request the application of effective supply regulation measures

within the framework of existing ICAs or within the framework of ad hoc interim

international arrangements for other commodities not covered by ICAss pending
the completion of the negotiations of formal agreements for them> with a view to

stabilizing the prices of cornmodities exported by developing countries at

remunerative levels. To that ends the Common -7und should mobilize financing
to meet the requirements of these interim arrangementso

(vi> T-Je specially appeal to industrialized countries to enter into
commitments specifically for the facilitation of redeployment of productive
capacities such as (a) specific targets for the composition of commodity imports

in terns of minimum shares of processed formr and (b) international arrangements

for reducing on a collective basis the cost of acqusition by developing countries
of technology for local agricultural processing.

(vii) As a precondition for attaining (5) aboveP we appeal to industrialized

nations for liberalization of access to their markets including the elimination

of all remaining customs duties and internal taxes levied on commodities imported

from developing countries as well as of all other prohibitions and restriction

and in particulars the immediate eliminition of all forms of tariff-escalation

affecting exports of seai-processed commodities fron developing countries*
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-PART IV

■NEW DIRECTIONS.IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE
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A. GFITE&AL SITU'TIO"

95. An issue that preoccupies African governments is that the international

trade and economic ^nvironir^nt has over the n-st fivo to six years, incr^a-

singly be^n a'lv^rs^. Progressively, African countries are getting less and

less out of th- international relations. The world adverse economic situation

is particularly heightened by ^evelopments th^/c tin"1, to impair the capacity

of many African countries to develop, let alone their ability to sustain th3

momentum of growth. The most severe setback to Africa's prospects for growth.-

recovery and development has manifested itself through international trade

relations which ton^s to be baser1 on the princiol'.: of uneoual partnership.

On the one hand, *i-.ny "ev^Ioped countries have boen increasingly taking to

protectionism while African countries, on the other h--\nd, seem to be unable

to cope with what structural adjustment demands. A cordination of some cf

these factors provides a basis for a crisis of confidence among African

countries in international economic relations. 26/

96. Another issue is that while in principle^ the concept of interdependence

has generally been accepts", in practice, this applias only among the indus

trialized countries thenselves. In fact, recent policy shifts by some

developed countries hava given birth to the development of a pessimistic

atoosphere among ?fric--».n countries about the ability and willingness of the

international comnunity or that restructuring international trade in commodities

would respond to Africa's economic needs. It is worth recalling that while the

current economic crisis in Africa has been triggered less by successive yenrs

of drought, it was the unfavourable international economic conditions which caused

a deterioration in tarrs of trade, heavy external debt burdens and inadequate

financial flows. The outlook for revitalizing development and growth through

international trai'e in commodities in a predictable c^r-. supportive enviroroient

seems rather bleak so lonr as the current unfavourable economic environment

persists. These developments h?ve had far-reaching devastating effects not

only on investment an^- growth, but also in disrupting the maintenance of

productive capacity an" the general social economic infrastructure.

97. The flisappointinq aspects of international relations is that Africa gives

prominence to and participates actively in iniCTJiD negotiations in the hope that

agreements reached c-?.n stimulate development v">ros-"ccts. There is the expectation

of improving the security of supplies for consulting countries while at the same

time stimulating production and development in the oroducinq third world countries.

Therefore3 in this part of our submission we have reviewed the following critical

elements in international relations and made proposals for consideration at

26/ See ECA, Review and Assessment of the Sixth Session of UNCTADj Addis Ababa:

Kay 198^. F/ECA/OP.U/TR: D"/!!.
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UHCTAD.VII r recent trends, especially those having a bearing on Africa's

external economic relations; changes in external trade relations with both

traditional and non-traditional trading partners and certain policy challenges

which require addressing in the context of the agenda of the seventh session

of the United 'Tations Conference on Trade and Development (UTJCTAD) by retur

ning to some of the recommendations made in the Libreville Memorandum.,

B. ..M&TOR. TRUTHS IV II^TRNATIONAL TRADr RFL£.Tia3S ■-■

98. t?e are gravsly concerned by the sluaqish pace of the world economic

recovery which,has shown the e;;tent to which t'ie international economic situation

can be susceptible to uncertainties such as interest rates and exchange rates

fluctuations under the ■ trickle down;i theory* experience has shown that reco

very in the developed industrialized economies rlo not favourably affect the pace

of progress of developing economies. In oth^r wordss growth in the industrialzed

countries do not necessarily trickle down to developing countries in the same

way, basically because of the differences in the economic strength and the

inability of.the developing countries to take advantage of new trad© an:
economic opportunities-

99. What are the major concerns of African countries in respect of global trends?

According to statistics of the United Nations Secretariat, world output in 1985

grew by 3.6 per cent as against <*.6 per cent in 19G'l. The main cause o.? this

is attributed to the slow down in the rates of growth in a number of principal

countries like the United States of America, Japan ?.nd to a certain extant, the

so called newly Industrializing Countries (MICs) in South-Bast Asia anC Latin

America, The economies of most African countries on the other hand, faired

much worse than others in terms of output and growth rates.

100. An analysis of some trends in Africa, shows f.cr instance that in 34 countries,

the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at current prices had dropped in.1935 to below

the levels reached in 1960, two were found in North J-.frica (Algeria and ■ gypt) ;

two others in T-?est Africa (Cane Verde and Guine?). five in Central Africa (3urundi?

Cameroon, Equatorial Guinea and Rwanda) and seven in the Plast and Central Africa

(Ancrola, Djibouti, Fthiopia,, Hozambioue, Seychelles.. Tanzania). Countries like
Malawi and Gabon also ha.d lower GDP in 1985 than in 19H0 but with fairly prolonged

higher levels in the intervening periods. ..

101. Coupled with these development was a slow down in demand for products of
export interest to Africa which resulted in substantial drop in Africa:S; total

world exports. To illustrate this point, the volune of world trade in 1905

increased over the previous year from US$1,903,712 million to US$l;905.-537

million respectively. On the contrary, that for Zifrica fell from US$62,71';

million in i98'] to us$ 60,941 million in 1985. The paradox in Africa unlike
in the other regions of the world is that whilst exoorts earnings were on the
decline, the region:s total imports continued to soar, rising from US$62;146

million in 1934 to US$66,694 million in 1985.
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102. The most disappointing aspect of Africa:s performance in international trade

related to the export of gooes and services. Only ter countries (Egypt, Cote

d'lvoire, Mauritania; S'negal, Burundi, Guinea riquatorial Guinea, Angela, the
Comoros, and Seychelles) had attained modest increases in this area.. The majo
rity of African countries experienced a drastic *ror> in their export earnings.

For countries such as Ghana for instance' thV-lrop in 1983 was almost fivs ;
tim-es below the level recorded in 1980. Ghana's exports of goods and services
in current prices fell from US$1,73^ million in 1980 to US$378 million in 1985.

In other countries like Libyan Arab Jamahiriy?. ^iceria, Lesotho, Mozambique;
Tanzania and Zambia, th~ fall in 1985 was more then twice the levels attained
in 1930. This underscores the deep-rooted nature of the structural adjustment

problems require-:, for in Africa.

103. He have repeatedly stated in the past six session of USCTAD that the
growth and pattern of international trade are inextricably linked to financing
and payments arrangements. This view has been born out by UWCTfiD secretariat,

which concluded that this is especially evident during times of international

financial stress as thet prevailing since the outbreak of the lebt crisis in
1982. The difficilties experienced by developing countries during this period

have highlighted many key relationships between the availability to financing

and levels of trade =mcl the activity world-wiae on the- one hand, and ar.ong

types o* international lending and payments arrangements on the other. 27/

£mong the many lessons or consequences of these phenomena have been the lower

levels of trade of th.= African region (exports anri imports) . In other words,
the financial stringency in the world markets compelled many African governments

to adont deflationary policies. The connections between financial strigency and

the failureof: ^acroeconomic policies, especially their impact on international
trade of developing countries is indicated by the deteriorating balance-of-

payments situation 28/.

(a) Relations withJTraditionalpartners

104. in order to fully understand the position of Africa in international relations
we have divided the analysis into two foras. On the one hand, what we have,
traditional relations with the former metropolitan countries and other newbers

of the Organization for rconomic Co-operation an' Development (OKCD). On the

other hand, the non-traditional relations related to contacts with the centrally

planned economies (socialist countries of Eastern Europe), other developing
regions in Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean. There are also relations with

other African countries through intra-African tra^e. "■'

27/ See UITCmD.. Consideration of the_present_situation_and_cu£rentj3roaler;

in the Field of Tra^e"Financing7"To7D7c73/2127"li""ju^y 19*86, para.l.

28/ See also~ U^CTi-D, Trade and Development Report, 198^,

United Nations Publication,'salerw57"E7"^T"iirD.P3rP5rt III: and ftaOlsak
Development Report, 19?I5: UTX^AD/TDR/S, United Nations Publication, Sales -To

E7S57"ll7n7l67"0verview~and ^art Two, Chanter IV.
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105. The main issu-s of concern here is that . evelo^ents in the traditional

partners often reversely affect the African economise. This has especially

been the cr.se with re;;arc. the main changes occuri-ic in Africa's external

trade relations which have been caused by instability in and the collapse .of

comriodity prices the irpact of supply anr1 ;!:=■^n■"■■ anc?. the difficulties of

commodity and market cutlet diversification.. rn this scenario, the evolution

of policies in fiu rv* jor clevelooe*' market economies have been the most ii-iportant

single ^otRr^in^r.t factor of economic development. For instance, the slowdown

of cjrowth in 19°5 an.'1 especially the slackening of J.emand in the United1.' States,
cr«at**d considerate difficulties for rtost clav.^lcping '-countries. This can be

noted fron the 0-rcp iv. both velue an-"1 volume of a:^cr^s 'of the African' region.

"ill attend*nt (?ls:-ant ox sons significance iv recent yea;.s and which contributed

to weaknina prices ~-.r ^any primary corrmoditi-is war expansion of supply in the

.face of stagnant or sickly-growing derarr1. ■ '

106. :.'cw directions i-~ international tretfe relations between drooping Africa

£*.rv* its traditional tracing partners will of necessity have to build both on

th-iir rvist an-" current oositions. Their relations in the past ani currently

are basically of partners at different levels of development. Their co

existence is op.,, •■■rher.'s the. developed industrialize; countries mainly import

primary co~r.ocM.ti3s of agriculture and mirers.ls frrxi the developing countries

and export to the latter non-primarv an-1, manufactured items?. The resulting
unfavourable worl:*1 accnorr.ic situation, compounrsc1. the rccestrlc.n in Africa's

traditional traring partners nar':ets but it cannot be hsXd solely responsible

for the ci.rop in r;,fricp ; s export share in these marketn which ::ell by 8.3 per cent
frcn Hl.PO per cent in 19R'!..to 73.^9 per cent in .l?G5.

107. "erhaps the aost startling naradox of these past and current events lies

in the fact that .:">-. -ecline in the share of Africa :s trads occurred in spite

or the existence of such formal arrangements ",il'.v> the Lome Convention. The

Lone Convention is s. formal and legal arrangement bstweon members of the

ruropean r:conor ic Cormmiity (FEC) and African countries'who are neitibers of the

/.vrica.- Caribbean r-n," ncific (ACP) grouo of coun-irif sV Me;:e, the problem" has
beer, arising fron >.he ~act that reductions in tariff beir?:-ior3 to the trade

enioyec! by developinc- countries under the Lone Convention, to improve Africa's

external trace position since these exclude irwrtent e).^.eni:s- like protecting

uneconomic production in the rrc. The I«n« Z71 C^nverrcion has been acclaima."-"'
by its. sianatcries *m an instruir^ent that giv«s r^specii.-Jjility' to the concept of

inter^epen^ince '^t'^en countries cr regions p.t c iffer-nt levels of economic and
industrial ->.velo-3ment, In the view of African countrier; / this Convention is
relatively better th?.n its predecessors because of sorco ^mproveKients to Stabe;;,

a mechanism int-i—^O to ensure greater export possibilities for the ACP countries
into, the ~rc. Or> the contrary, anri since coding ir.'io sf^jrt of this Convention,
rfricas exnort share i': the narket of the DSC r^.:-:-?-.r-it f.:!! i'rcr-i 55,01 oer cent
in 19P'1 to <":3.02 ;oer cant in 19B5.

108. This fall in rfrica:s export share into the ,":\C underscorRs come of the
imperfections of this global arrangement. It alec-is a reflection of the ■ ■■"

rif'i'-iity of sons o^ the trade policies of some of the -".ember States within the
rT'C who will not.- compromise their trade and agricultural policies. A case in

noint is ^KC s unyisl^inc attitude to any suggestion for modification to the
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Common /inricultural Policy (CAP) which, by a system of 'variable levels",, they

ensure and maintain high domestic nrices for their agricultural commodities 29/.

109. our concern about trends in international trade also applies to the negotia

tions in the General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The lowering of

tariffs which is basic to membership in GATT provides limited advantages to

developing Africa which faces many export problems as has been shown in Fart II

of this submission dealing with commodities„ The issue here is that the tariff

reductions in the industrialized imcorting countries on primary commodities are

not sufficient to generate new demand for these commodities. The paradox of the

matter is that even if tariffs were reduced further, there would hardly be any

increase in consumption in those countries. The issue therefore is not only that

of reduction in tariffs but also the elimination of non-tariff barriers. These

are government measures.-, a built-in potential for restricting imports. They

have,.as a matter of fact^ becone relatively more conspicuous impediments to trade

with the scaling down of tariffs sines the creation of GATT after the Second World

War. ...

110. Another important matter of concern to Africa which influences our trade

relations with traditional partners relates to activities of the private sectors

especially the transnational co-operations (TtfCs). As is well known, all pro

duction and distribution activities including processing, marketing and storage,

pricing of commodities,, private capital investment and technological transfers

are largely controlled by TNC conglomerates operating from the territories of

Africa's traditional partners. The problem therefore^ is to devise possible

new directions of economic relations with the traditional partners which will

provide a climate where TNCs can progressively make effective contribution to

Africa's international trade relations, especially as agents of transfer of

technology from the !north" to the rsouth" which has.characterized the latterJs

dependence on tho former. To this end, appropriate conditions will need to be

created to enable TNCs involved in factor production, processing, marketing and

distribution to be genuinely associated with the development plans of the

respective economies in which they operate.

(b) Relations_with_non~tra^itional trading partners

111. African countries have always cherished the.idea of "trade diversification"

away fron the traditional partners. Thorefors, the trade with socialist countries

of Eastern Furope; as well as South-South Tradet has been welcomed as a measure

towards attaining such objectives. The aspiration is to engender through nego

tiations-, trade relations that would eliminate somo of the major and peculiar

handicaps tacsd by developing African countries with their traditional partners

referred to in the preceding section. The issue of non-traditional partners for

the African region is considered at two levels. Th-ii first one covers relations

29/ Sec Hans Singer and Javed Zuisari, TUch_and Poor_Countries, Third Edition,

George'Allens-Unwin, 1982; p. 74. "~ "
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with countries of the centrally planned economies or the socialist countries

of Eastern Europe anci the second deals with Africa's participation in activi

ties leading towards economic cooperation among developing countries (ECDC).

112. According to data available for the period 1984-1985, it is whown that

Africa's trade with non-traditional partners was still relatively small in

comparison w^th that of traditional partners. For instance, Africa's exports

into the markets of the socialist countries of Eastern Europe constitute less

than 20 per cant of world trade. A feature of this trade is that only a very

small number of socialist countries of Eastern Europe account for the bulk of

trade with the African region and commodity composition of trade is quite

similar to that with the developed market economy countries. In other words*

the socialist countries of Eastern Europe ten-3, to restrict their economies

to importing from Africa' primarily commodities of agriculture and minerals.

113. Renewed interest by the African countries to promote trade and economic

relations with the socialist countries of Eastern Furope stems in part from

a realization of the possibility of mutually exploiting their inherent poten

tial. The emergence of socialist countries of Eastern Europe during the last

quarter of a century as, important trading partners has given developing Africa

an alternative in its search for more diversified market outlets. Moreover.,

the former have been contributing to the latterBs development process through

various cooperative schemes.

114. Amid declining share of primary commodities in world trade, it is believed

that there are better prospects for increasing exports of these comoodities to

the socialist countries of Eastern Europe. The:combined market of these socialist

countries other than the USSR, will to a very large extent, rely increasingly

on imports of non-ferrous metals, natural rubber.^ phosphates j jute and other

products exported by developing countries; especially Africa, to meet their

requirements 30/. On the other hand, projections show a likely substantial

reduction in agricultural imports by these countries, especially food grains.

All the same, the envisaged diversification of the consumption pattern will

most probably lead to a rise in the import of non-cereal products like tropical

fruits, coffee^ cocoa and the kind.

115. We are hopeful that within the new tra-'ie relations to be negotiated,, the
Socialist countries of Eastern Europe will genuinely assist Africa to develop

our industrial capacity in order to expand anc". diversify our external trade

with them. This is one of the principal objectives of intensification and

expansion of economic co-operation arrangements with this group of countries.

This should aim at accelerating African industrialization as the basis for

mutual trade and co-operation. This goal requires a structural policy, such

as joint venture industries established in the African region with a view to

increasing the capacity of processing local raw materials, leading thereafter

to growth in exports as well as imports uncler countertrade arrangements.

30/ UNCTAD; Prosp^cts_for_Trade_an^_Economic Co-operation among Countries

H^iff^jSi & ir~7""^777~pT 15,,
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116. One of the major problems in the sphere of Africa's trade relations

V7ith the socialist countries of Eastern Europe is the lack of adequate export

credits and payments systems. Both groups of countries are faced by a

scarcity of convertible currencies, although in practice the constraint is

more pronounced in case of th:. African countries. Various payment arrangements

which make less use of convertible curr3ncies have heentried but their impact

on trade has been minimal1. In the light of some of these difficulties; the

possibility of establishing some forms of clearing arrangements is almost

inevitable, especially given the worsening payments situation for most African

conntries. This is critical because besides having overall deficits of balance

of payments the African region has also persistent trade deficits in its

trade with the socialist countries of Eastern Europe which necessitates intro

ducing certain measures to overcome the constraints of insufficient resources

in hard currency.

117. Another important area of Africa's non-traditional trade and economic

relations relates to activities within the context of ECDC. Here, the problem

is that the degree of interdependence among developing countries is not as

pronounced as that with the developed market economy countries. For instancej

the flow of exports from developing Africa to other developing regions is subject

to contractions of the letter's import capacity., especially, their falling

commodity earnings.

118. We in Africa realize that for some time to come we would derive marginal

advantages from HCDCi However, we believe that as a long-term arrangement; ECDC

is beneficial to us. Therefore despite, these adverse revelations, Africa is

still as committed as before to the Arusha First Short Medium Term Plan on Global

priorities on Economic Co-operation among Developing Countries. This is the

reason why several African countries have taken steps to indicate that they are

prepared to take p^.rt in the Negotiating Committee of the Global System of

Trade Preferences among Developing Countries (GSTP)„ We are fully aware that

in the initial stages, their economises will not be major beneficiaries since

they lack an adequately cevelopecl industrial base. However, we have taken this

step in the belief that long-term objectives of GSTP outweigh the initial disad

vantages.

C. PROPOSED raw DIRECTIONS IN INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS

119. As can be judged from the concerns expressed in Part I of this submis

sion, we in Africa attaci great importance to the establishraent of an interna

tional climate within which all nations, big and small; developed and under

developed, derive equitable and fair advantages from global economic growth and

recovery. we also believe that, within the agreed programme of Action for the

New International Economic Order, such recovery should not be envisaged in terms

of prosperity of the industrialized nations first while developing African

countries receive' the residual benefits if any. Consequently, our conception

of global interdependence implies the adoption of rimultaneous recovery

measures in both developed and developing countries., so as to ensure real and

meaningful balanced growth in the world economies.
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120. We are concerned that the results of past negotiations in UNCTAD, GATT;

World Dank/IMF and aven the ACP-EEC Lome Convention seem to indicate that the

North-South dialogue has somehow grounded to » halt 31/. The failure of

UNCTAD VI is another manifestation of the collapse of the dialogue. Various

reasons are expounded for this phenomenon some of. which were discussed in some

detail in Part IV of this report. Intensive efforts have been made at

different levels to review the North-South dialogue and make it really work 32/.

Therefore the proposals put forward below are, an addition or refinement of

proposals which might.have already been made in the multiplicity of studies

and treaties nreduced on this matter. Two issues need emphasizing :

(a) The apparent collapse in the North-South Dialogue can be attributed

directly to the lack of genuine consultative machinery at international

level based on th* principle of "universality77. Developing countries often

justifiably complain about not being consulted on decisions by the industria

lized nations which adversely affect them. A now effort therefore needs to

be made;..especially by industrialized nations to improve the mechanisms for

consultations with developing nations affecting all aspects of world economic

issues especially in the field of international trade, money, finance; energy,

technology, industry 5nd global food security recognizing the present character

of interdependence of nations. Developed countries should resist the insistance

towards "unilateralism" in the decisions in these issues especially when they

adversely affect the developing countries. Similarly, developing countries

should also devise ro-jch^nisms for consulting with the industrialized countries

on major decisions they wish to take if such decisions require any form of

of support frcn the latter. Such consultations would be takai at bilateral

levels through embassies or special missions or at multilateral levels through

established channels such as the United Nations, the TJorld Bank and the IMF.

The industrialized nations regularly held such consultations between each other

and there is no reason why this could not be extended to developing nations,

(b) A major waaloiass of the present international economic system lies in

its inability to implement its own decisions or resolutions even where a general

consensus has actually been reached. Therefore new directives should be

developed within UNCTAD to effectively follow-up on the implementation of

decisions and recommendations adopted within the- forum. The developing coun

tries should1 bo willing to shoulder their responsibility alongside the indus

trialized nations in this respect. The dev&lpped countries;, on the other hand,

should avoid adopting evasive action or tactics which delay or frustrate the

implementation of agreed decisions taken in international forums. It should

be stressed that the tendency towards the polarisation" of interests and the

politicisstion-7 of the decision process in UNCTAD and other bodies has largely

been responsible for non-implementation of resolutions and decisionso Further

more, the need for strengthening economic 'interdependence'3 is extremely

crucial to a healthy revival of the world recovery in which both industria

lized and developing nations can have assured equitable advantages.

31/See alsc Morth-South Dialogue i A Programme for Survival.- (The Report

of the Independent Commission on International Development Issues under the

Chairmanship of willy Erandt), Pan-World Booksj London 1980.

32/ See for instance the North-South Dialogue : £_££°9£2*!™S-,£2*;.-?H£Yiy§i»
op^cit. pT3. 257 et- sep. and Annex I on Recommendations; and Commonwealth Secre

tariat s The North-South Dialogue (Making it work); London 19S2.
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121. Therefore, in order to improve the international trade relations, we

reiterate the position we adopted during UNCTAD VI negotiations as stated

below :

(i) Undertake a review of t:protectionism" in industrialized

countries likely to adversely affect the trade of developing

countries and set a time-frame for their dismantling and for

the implementation of already agreed international measures,

relating to trade;

(ii) Elaborate internationally agreed policy measures with respect

. to production, employment, consumption and trade in agricul

ture, in order to enhance the export of developing countries;

(iii) Elaborate and agree on measures for the improvement of the

Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) in particular within

the context of the New Round of. Trade Negotiations, in terms

of its coverage, and mode of operation by according priority .

to the products of the least developed countries and especially

processed and semi-processed products, devise appropriate means

to eliminate or rebate internal taxes levied in developed

countries on products imported from developing countries and

particularly, the least developed amcng them;

(iv) Ensure that the provisions of the Set of Multilaterally Agreed

Equitable principles and Rules for the Control of Restrictive

Business Practices are effectively implemented including those

related to the institution of technical assistance advisory

and training programmes, and instruct the Intergovernmental

Group of Experts on Restrictive Business Practices to make

recommendations in respect of possible improvements of these

principles in order that it may achieve the objectives

established; . ,

(v) Formulate international policies aimed at assisting developing

countries in their efforts to diversify the export base by

facilitating the strengthening of the financial, commercial

and other infrastructures especially with regard to the experts

of processed and semi-processed products.

122. In order to address the above weaknesses., we, therefore, strongly

appeal to the seventh Session of UNCTAD to persuade all those concerned,

to endorse and devise effective international mechanisms already adopted

by the Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly on the

Critical Economic Situation in Africa 33/.

33/ For the full text, see resolutions S-13/2 of the United Nations

General Assembly on United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic

Recovery and Development 1986-1990 (1 June 1986).
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PART V

AFRICA IEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
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A. BACKGROUND

123. It will be recalled that a comprehensive Programme of Action for the least
Developed Countries (LDCs) was first conceived by developing countries at the 0-77
X^S^ ! ****** ** ^^ in February 1979 and outlined in UNCEAD resolution 122 (V)
adopted at Manila in May 1979. However, it became evidently clear that a orogranrrB
of sufUcient size and intensity was needed to enable the Least Developed Countries

Sn^11^ r^^TS^ s*™^*1 ch^^ for self-sustained growth and develourent.
^S^LJ^rZ^ Nations General Assaribly decided in Resolution 34/203 of 17 December
1979 that UNCTAD should organized a United Nations Conference specifically devoted
to a critical examination of the LDCs' socio-econonic problem "and to devise way*
and means of promoting the necessary structural changes through international co-
operation•

124. UNCIAD convened the United Nations Conference on the Least Develooed Country
in Paris frcm 1 to 14 September 1981 which adopted the Substantial New'" Programs of

^^™fi^ l98°Lf^ ^ IeaBt Develc^ed Countries (SNPA). The acooranme ms
f^SS^1^^?^8^ ** the United Nations General Assembly in Resolution 36/194 o<=
17 December 1981. The objectives of the SNPA are : (a) to pronote the structural
changes necessary to overcome the Least Developed Countries' extreme economic
™^ ™ to Provide fully adequate and internationally acceptable minimun

f1*126^ (c) to identify and support major investment opportunities
(d) to mitigate, as far as possible, the adverse effects ofnatural

^K^fn^l13 a1lcn^"term Programs that spells out denestic measures to be taken
the LDCs themselves and international support measures for the iirr>lementatian of

^^^^^°aT1^\pr0granTneSo The ******* are generally consistent with the
S^h^f ^a^Jn^rTtlOnal D^io^nt Strategy, the Lagos Plan of Action
and the recently adopted African Priority Programs for Eccnanic *fecovery (APPER).

B. RECENT ECCKCMC PERFORMANCE CF AFRICAN LDCS

126. Wb are very concerned that despite the existence of the SNPA, the African LDCs
experienced a persistent deterioration in their eoononic growth between 1981 and

ss
growth rate of 2.8 and 3.6 per cent achieved In 197O1975 and 1975-1980

SSFf ^ ^f^*8 J0 growth averat?ed "tous 2.5 oer cent between
iSS ^ itl ' ^ 1985 a grcwth rate of "°-3 ««r oait was recorde-]
1980 prices) or S125.4. ihe SNPA was Intented to enable each IDC to Increase
^i'^u2^^ substantially, and in appropriate cases doubling it by 1990 as

ith the levels attained in the 1970s which would require an annual arowth

T ^ ^J**"* fran tWD coantri-^' all the African IJDCs registered
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(a) Agriculture

127. One of the major problems which the HCs encountre. has been their inability
to sustain high levels of outputs and growth in the agricultural sector. The SNPA

stipulates that the IDCs should aim at an annual growth rate of 4 per cent in the

agricultural sector in the 1980s* During 1982-1984, the sector was adversely

affected by the drought. Output in real terms in the African I£Cs as a group
declined frcm 1.6 per cent in 1981 to 1.2 per cent in 1982, minus 2.2 per cent in

1984. With good rains in 1985 this trend was reversed to an increase of 2.6 oer
cent and estimated to be around 4O8 per cent in 1986.

128. The main bottlenecks include?, the drought which spread across the African
region and is still experienced in many parts, especially the Sahel. This seriously
jeopardized food and livestock production and resulted in low productivity generally.

The inadequacy of agricultural pricing system, supporting infrastructures and lack
of essential Inputs have also curtailed agricultural production. The principal
measures adopted by the African IDCs, among others, consisted of curbing the adverse

impact of cyclical drought through water supply management? increases in agri

cultural producer prices and the simplification of distribution channels. However,
these measures have not been effective in the absence of international support.

(b) Manufacturing

129. The performance in the manufacturing has not been any better than in agri

culture. The SNPA requires that the LDCs should aim at an overall annual growth

rate of manufacturing output of 9 per cent or more during the 1980s. The manu

facturing sector accounts for about 7 per cent of GDP in African LDCs but grew

by only 1O6 per cent annually between 1981 and 1983 as compared to 2.8 per cent,

during 1970-1980. In 1984, the sector recorded a steep decline of 6.6 per cent.

Most UJCs also have a low rate of industrial capacity utilization averaging

between 20 and 30 per cent. These negative trends are attributed to the small
size of the domestic markets and the lack of export possibilities as well as the
lack of foreign exchange resources to purchase industrial raw materials and other
essential inputs.

(c) Balance of payments . ...

in line with other developing countries African IDCsv export structure is
dominated by a few range of primary commodities which face inelastic demand

especially in the export market of developed countries. These account for both

price and revenue instabilitywhich are characteristic of under-development. The

countries also depend on imports for most of their consumption and capital goods

requirements and a large proportion of spare parts and raw materials. In addition,

a large share of their foreign exchange earnings is devoted to the importation of

oil and foods which absorb well over 40 per cent of total export earnings. As a

result of these conditions, the African IDCs had experienced persistent and chronic
balance-of-payments problems.

131. According to the latest estimates, the balance of trade deficit of the Africa
IDCs decreased from $5.16 billion in 1982 to $2,77 billion in 1984 rising again to

$2.84 billion in 1985. Over the same period, the share of these countries in
developing countries8 trade was a mere 1=3 per cent, while accounting for only

10 per cent of total Africa's external trade. The current account deficit increased

frcm $3a5 billion in 1983 to $3O96 billion in 1984 and $4.99 billion in 1985. The

overall balance-of-payments deteriorated further in 1985 with an estimated deficit

of $1.47 billion, signifying very serious raroblems.
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132 The African IDCs suffer fron export instability not only because of their narrow
range of export comodities, but also because they face protectionism applied even
against the small range of products which they manufacture. It is gratifying to note

that this oroblem has been recognized by the international community. Thus, under
the various schemes for ccrnpensation for short falls in exnorts earnings, three are
noteworthy; (a) the IMF compensatory financing faculty (CFF) ? (b) the EEC stabiliza
tion of export earnings from agricultural commodities (stabex) S^^J™L<C>™
special financing facility for mining products (sysmin) administered by EEC vrtiich
has been referred to in Part II of this submission. T-% are, however, disappointed
to note that between 1972-1982, the IMF/CFF recorded the lcwest cotpensatarp for
exoort short falls of African IDCs. For instance, in 1980-1982, the 27 IDCs of the
ACP Group (26 in Africa) received a total transfer of only 123.7 million EUA (about
•5144 million) under the stabex which is very insignificant relative to the cumulative

$10.3 billion current account deficit over the same period. The EEC sysmin scheme
has also its drawbacks in that it does not cover the most important mineral exports
of African IDCs, such as diamonds and uranium which-together accounted ror 50 per

cent of the mineral exoorts in 1980-1982.

(d) External debt

133. As was daicnstrated in Part III of this submission, many African countries
are experiencing a serious external debt crisis, but the IDCs are particularly

a^S~ affected. The debt oroblm of the ^^^^^J^^xf
1970s &L a manageable level of $1.9 billion to f5"1^1^^1"5^^
billion in 1980 corresponding to an average annual growth rate fQ*l°l^jT*
and 71 1 oer cent in 1970-1975 and 1975-1980 respectively. In 1982, the total

Sssrjas
service estimated at 25 ner cent of their entire exoort f^ ^
121 Dor cent in 1975 and 18.7 "per cent in 1982, Most of these debts have
contracted as a result of the increased share of (DA loans in the overall con-

cessional flows*

134. The point of concern is that the external debt of IDCs has beconp so over
whelming that a number of them have had to turn to various debt relief measures,
these measures had ranged from multi-year reschedule and in few cases debt
cancellation mainly by the nordic countries .and recently Canada. To alleviate
the debt burden of African IDCs, various measures have been taken by the DAC
countries, In fact, with the exception of Cane Verde, Equatorial Guinea and
Sao Toms and PrinciDe, all the African IDCs have had sane form of Debt Belief
Measures in itr, favour within the franewark of UUCTAD Trade and Devolonnent Board
Resolution 165 (S-IX) „

c. national pcvims Tam^s t^ie iMPLEMEMracnai cf the snpa

135 wp aro ^leased to reaistor the fact that since the adoption of the SNPA in
4 S^^f?SnJIteWwe established national focal mints for the irnnitor

Tl^W tf the iirpl^ntation of the SNPA as ^as setting up admn-
machineries for the co-ordination of external assistance National

S^St Pl» and investir^t progratnes and projects have been drawn uo
corresponding to the nriorities of the SHEA. This is a demonstration of the
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determination by those countries to improve their situationo In addition, in all

17 African XDCs have organized country review7 meetings with donors either under

the aegis of the TJNDP Round Table (KT) mechanisms or the Wbrld Bank Consultative

Group (CG) meetings. In general, donors have appreciated the policy options of

the IECs as expressed in documentation prepared for the RTs or CGs but conrnitments

hive either been intangible or expressed in broad terms which makes follow-up

extremely difficult. However* the LOCs are organizing periodic sectoral Round

Tables to solicit corrmitinents in ccncratG terms for their respective programmes

and projects.

The /African ITCs have also taken measures as required by SHPA, to effectively

nobilize domestic resources that could be supolerentod by external assistance for

financing thoir develocnent programmes,. Those include the broadening of the tax

baso either throurrh increased taxation or the introduction of new taxes; reducing

or eliminating subsidies to public enterprises and instituting reform measures to

make them self-financing? stringent control in public expenditures? restructuring

of int^srest ratos as an incentive to lure potential savers and the mobilization

of unemployed and under employed labour for capital projects.

137. *** .arc, honver, concerned that increasingly, donors are requiring, as a

condition for bilateral assistance, that LDCs should enter into an agreement with

the IMP. on structural adjustment prograrrnGs with conditicnalities which include

exchange rate devaluation., the de-control of the pricing mechanisms,, privatization

of parastatalG and reduction of public expenditure o Because of the dire need for

external assistance by these countries, most of them have agreed to the terms of

the IMF. The performances of these proqranrres are disquieting and in most cases/

they have in msny instances in disrupting social conseouences and monetary policy

misalignments loading to further econonic destobilization of the UXs economies.

response to the bipihtotation of snpa

(a) Existing situation

!38. At the 1981 Paris Conference,, the African IJXs (21 at the time) presented
country develoxn^nt pxogr^zmiS with a total funding requirement of $133 billion

(1930 nricos) for the period 1981-1990, 60 dot cent of which or $81 billion was

to be met fron external sources while 40 per cent or ^52 billion was to be

generated fron drastic sources „ Mding the external financing needs for develop-

inent programmes of the five African countries v#iich were placed on the list in

1982- EC'; estimates a total external financing requirement of -'JQfi.S billion or

a flow of at least %?-,S billion, pzr annum for the African ITCso

The resnonsa by tlm international corrtnunity has been rather disappointing.,

Total not official development assistance (CDA) from BFC countrios, multilateral

financing agrncies snd. OPEC countries to the African IDCs has been virtually

stagnant since 1980: ^.,124,3 millions 1981-. $1,123,2 million? 1982;: $4,231.5

million: and 1933! S.^122.1 million^ Of particular concern to the Ttfrican LDCs

is the current difficulties associated with contributions by major donors to

multilateral financing agtmcics, especially the International Development

7*ssociaticn (in;.), whj.ch remains the largest olanent of uncertainity3 In 1983,

total net disbursGnents of multilateral COT, and non-concessional resources to the

JVfrican ITCs was ostimatrad at S1O6 billion, or 80 per cent of total DAC Bilateral

00^- (grants ^1,9 billion, loans $184 million) and non-concessional resources

flovrs which altcgothor stood at $2 billion. This was hardly sufficient to meet

the needri of tho. DXs.
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140. in view of the enormous resource requirements of the IDCs, the SNPA required
that donors should aim at transfering 0.15 per cent of their O£> as CDA or to at
least double their ODA to these countries by 1985. However, between 1981-1984,
the total DAC ODA transfer as per cent of donor G£P was stagnant at 0.08 per cent,

A comparative analysis of performance by donors indicate that by 1984, only five
OBCD nonbers (Denmark - 0.30 per cent, France - 0.16 per cent, Netherlands - ,
0.30 ner cent, Norway - 0=31 per cent and Sweden - 0.22 per cent) had actually
attained or exceeded the SNPA threshold. Cn the contrary, a remarkably poor

performance was shown bv the three major industrialized DAC members (Japan -
0.07 per cent; United States of .America - 0.04 per cent and Britain - 0009 per
cent)~ Total OP'EC CDA as per cent of GNP is estimated at 0.25 per cent in ,1983O
No actual figures arc available for the socialist countries of Eastern Europe,

but it is a well-known fact that their response has not been positive or encourag

ing » In factr it is feared in seme quarters, that military aid is often computed

in the SNPA tarcets.

141. The grant element of total CD? cairrdtments to IDCs reached the level of
100 per cent in 19F2-1983 by two DAC countries (Australia and New Zealand).
Also with the exception of Japan and Austria, the majority of DAC's assistance

to IICs was mainly in grant fornu The conditions of CDA loans to IDCs such as
terms of interest rates, maturity snd grace periods have also been made in
creasingly flexible. However, a number of donors continue to tie aid to procurement

of materials in their respective countries, while concessional assistance extended
by O?EC countries has continued to be maintained free of procurement restrictions,

the share of tied aid in Q?£ bilateral aid programme increased from 42 to 64 per

cent betwe^n 1980 and 1932 „

(b) 1116-tcrm Global Review of ths SNPA . O

142. In compliance with para. 119 of the SNPA which was reaffirmed by United Nations

General Assembly Resolution 36/194 of 17 December 1981, the UNCTAD intergovernmental

group of ICCs undertook a comprehensive review of progress towards the implementa

tion of the SNPA in 19*5, The meeting, which was held under the auspices of UNCTAD
(Geneva, 30 September to 12 October 1984) took stock of what had been achieved in
implementing the SNPA since 1981 with a view to recommending measures aimed at
ensuring the attainment of the SNPA tamets by the end of the 1980s. The Mid-term
Global Review crave much consideration to the need for increased efforts fran both
the IDCs and donors in respect of the following key areas: increase in official
development assistance (ODA) flows and its effective utilization; debt relief

measures and export stabilization, Mf

113. with respect to OCA transfer, the meeting reaffirmed the 0.15 per cent of
donor GNP as a minimun level of assistance required to sustain a reasonable rate
of growth in the context of the SMPA target of 7,2 per cent (DP growth rate. The
meeting also urged donors who had not done so, to increase their bilateral assistance

to the IJXs at the level envisaged by the SMPA. while noting the extreme importance

of multilateral assistance, especially the role of IDA resources in the structural
adjustment programmes of the LDCs,, the meeting expressed, regret over the shortfall

in contribution to IDA-7 and reiterated the appeal of the 27th meeting of the
United Nations Development Carmittoe which called for a successful and adequate
eighth replenishment to be achieved in 1986.

34/For a ccn^rehensive report, on the debate, conclusions and reconnendations
see: 13D/B/1078-TD/B/TiC. 17/28 - ''Report of the Intergovernmental Group on the,least

Developed Countries on its Sixth Session" (Geneva, 30 September - 12 October 1985)<
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144. With regard to IDCs' debts, the Mid-term Global Review recognized that the
debt service obligations of the LDCs have intensified over the past few years.

The meeting then called upon creditors for public and publicly guaranteed debts to
IDCs, when concluding debt rescheduling arrangements, to give due consideration

to the IDCs structural adjustment measures for restoration of their cfebt servicing
capacity and long-term growth*

145. The mid-term Global Review, after evaluating the external sector performance
of the IDCs? particularly with respect to enhancement of their export earnings,

noted that in conformity with the commercial policy measures envisaged by the SNPA,

the international community should provide increased access to their markets for
IDCs export commodities. Specifically, the IMF was requested to find ways and
means of providing special consideration for the IDCs within the framework of its

Compensatory Financing Facility* The revised meeting also recommended that the

international commmity should pursue action towards facilitating the trade of

the LCCs by reducing or eliminating tariff and non-tariff obstacles to IDCs export.

E. PROPOSED MEASURES FOR TEE REALIZATION CF THE SNPA TARGETS

146. The foregoing analysis has clearly indicated that while considerable progress
has indeed been achieved with respect to the implementation of the SNPA, a great

deal more needs to be done to enable the IDCs to generate adequate recovery and

growth. To achieve this, there is the need for individual governments and the
bilateral and multilateral institutions {in both IDCs and the donor countries) to
review their own aid policies and programmes to reflect the real needs of the IDCs.

For this reason, we believe that specific measures need to be taken at the national

level to be supported by international assistance. These measures are briefly
outlined in the next several paragraphs„

(a) National comraitments

147: Prior to the Mid-term Global Review, the African LDCs Ministers drew up a

memorandum ^5/which dealt with measures for the accelerated implementation of the
Substantial New Prograrrme of Action in the African region. The Mid-term Global

Review took due cognizance of the memorandum in its deliberations as well as its

conclusions and recommendations■ These were reiterated and supplemented by Africa's
Priority Programme for Economic Recovery 1986-1990 already referred to in the

introduction. African LDCs are therefore urged to implement the measures which

includes rehabilitation and reconstruction of the key productive sectors,

especially the food, agricultural and industrial sectors? rehabilitation of exist

ing transport and connunication infrastructure; measures for the development of

human resources. The establishment of effective maintenance facilities for motor

vehicles, agricultural machinery and road construction equipment also form part of

the package of measures for the IDCs.

35/ UNECA "Memorandum by the Conference of Ministers of African Least Developed
Countries on the riid-term Global Review of the Implementation of the Substantial

New Programme of Action in Africa5' - adopted at Fifth meeting of the Conference of

Ministers of African Least Developed Countries held in Addis Ababa fron 23-?5 April
1985.
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148. As we have shown earlier in the section, the economies of African IDCs being
predominantly agricultural, efforts must be made to design strategies and poi^s
which specificallv include the establishment of appropriate agricultural support
institutions capable of enabling agriculture to flourish as a foundation for broad
national development. The African IDC governments have therefore put in olace
measures to improve traditional practices in agriculture, including the introduc
tion of drought-resistant crops, water and energy resource management, and the
adaptation of appropriate technological packages for increased food production.
Efforts are also being made to include adequate budgetary resource allocation to
agriculture as well as better incentives given to farmers, especially increases
in producer prices and provision of basic inputs at competitive prices. An appropri
ate balance is also being established, between cash and food crops production in

an increasing number of African LDCs.

149. We are also fullv aware that in order to achieve the SNPA target annual
growth of 9 per cent or more set for the manufacturing sector, the African LDCs
should undertake orograrnmas to create a sound industrial base, in particular, to
develop aqro-based and agro-support activitxes and on the spot processing; promote
the establishment of small and mediumscale enterprises and the increased utiliza
tion of domestic raw materials in basic industries. At the same time, increased
emphasis is being placed on the .mobilization of domestic resources. In this regard,
the IDCs are paying greater attention to more effective and efficient utilization,
management and proper maintenance of existing infrastructure equipment and spare
parts. Furthermore, the African LDCs are assuming greater control of the aid co
ordination mechanisms and to that end, they have fully recognized need to intensify
efforts to strengthen their planning capabilities vdth respect to economic and
financial analysis, develoonent planning and other instruments necessary for proper
economic management, including resource management and external debts at both the

technical and policy levels.

(b) International action

150. ife greatly appreciate the response of the international community towards the
African IDCs. However, more needs to bo done as a future course of action, we
propose that as a minimum requirement for international support, donors should
endeavour to provide emergency assistance and financing of costs involved in the
manaqemant of relief operation in Axrican IDCs affected by food and other eniercjenctes
We also propose total conversion of all bilateral CDA loans into grants on an

indiscriminatorv basis. Other measures should include substantial and multi-year
scheduling of private debts including the waiving faf^^^^f£* ^"
riant cancellation of the debt and greater share of African IDCs in the existing
SnSSy financing facilities for export shortfalls, anmg others. Specifically,
toSlttorto the overall action being proposed for developing Africa, the follow
ing measures are being proposed specifically for the txjC's-

(i) As a matter of priority we appeal to the international community to
support African LDCs to attain a more balanced growth in their economies.
In this regard, they should assist in maximizing capacity utilization of
their productive econordc units? support their efforts to increase their
per capita food productions and. in view ot bhe energy problems, provide
financial and technical assistance for research, exploration and develop
ment of energy resources. Part of such nrogrammes should also consist
in assistance to LDCs to achieve smooth structural adjustment and policy

reforms„
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(ii) *fe also appeal to multilateral financing institutions to seriously
consider new mechanisms and arrangements for mobilizing increased

financial transfers to the LDCs, including such measures as inter
national tax schemes for development; further gold sales by the re

linking the creation of special drawing rights to development assistances
and the use of interest subsidy techniques. The IMF should undertake
a fundamental review of the principles on which its conditionality
rests in such a way as to reflect the peculiar social,, economic and ;

political priorities of the African LDCs and allocate substantial portion
of Spocial Drawing Rights (SDRs) Trust Fund facilities and coroensatory
financing facilities to these countries.

(ixi) The balance-of-payments support in general must not be used to exercise
political pressure on the least developed countries and should not be
dependent on acceptance by these countries of measures and programmes
*fliich involve social costs that hinder their basic aims, objectives and
priorities or ccrnpronize their political independence and national
savorignitVc

(iv) With regard to aid modalities, we appeal to all donor countries to take
iirmodiate steps to provide ODA to the LDCs in the form of grants, and

to indiscriminately provide loans on highly concessional terms and on
an united basis „ They should also take steps to improve the quality and

effectiveness of aid,, and eliminate the time-lag between aid comdtmant
and disbursements.

(v) Developed countries should also take necessary measures to extend
relief to LDCs for private debts and should promptly and fully implement
Trade and Development Board Resolution 165 (S-IX) expeditiously

convert all outstanding bilateral official development assistance loans
into grants for all the IDCs indiscriminately,,

(vi) with respect to international comercial policy measures, it is necessary
for the developed countries to take steps aimed at enhancing the exoort
trade of the African LDCso Such measures should include substantial
improvement in the (5SP treatment for exports of these countries, with the
objective of providing increased access for such products? use of more
flexible roouiremsnts for rules of origin for LDCs export? eliminate
non-tariff measures affecting their exports- and to facilitate the parti-
cin-Uian of the IDCs in rffltf agreements and arrangements,,

(vii) Developed countries and international organizations should also assist
the LDCs to create industries for on-the-spot processing of raw materials
and food products? and the development of integrated projects for the
exapnsion of exports and to provide adequate resources to overcome all
supply bottlenecks.

(viii) Hith respact to crrpensaticn for shortfalls in LDCs export earnings,
developed countries should consider the creation and their effective
participation in a wider Stabex-tyne scheme specifically for LDCs primary
camioditios. Special arrangements should be considered for the LDCs in
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the B1F Conpensatory Financing Facility Scheme ^providing tor_full
coverage of their export shortfalls, for the subsidization of their
interest payments onoutstanding drawings and for a longer repayment
and grace periods than hitherto.

fix) In the context of economic co-operation among developing countries
ana in "the spirit of collective self-reliance, develop^ countries
in a position to do so, should provide assistance tothe African least
developed countries within the means available to them..


